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FOREWORD  
 

The year 2020 brought us a global pandemic followed by an economic downturn and lockdowns 
with long lasting livelihoods disruption. Just a year later, technological advances in vaccine 
research, coupled with unprecedented pollical efforts to speed up administrative procedures, 
secure funding and logistical support have brought us the hope that we already have the key to 
overcome this challenge. The pandemic has many lessons to teach us and if we choose to learn, 
these lessons extend as far as the seemingly unrelated issue of how the energy we use in our daily 
activities is produced, stored and used. 

First comes the realisation that the human activities driving pandemic risk through their impact on 
the environment and wildlife are the same that that drive climate change and biodiversity loss. As 
Larry Fink, the CEO of the world's largest asset manager BlackRock, beautifully put it in his 2021 
letter to chief executives: 

I believe that the pandemic has presented such an existential crisis – such a 
stark reminder of our fragility – that it has driven us to confront the global 
threat of climate change more forcefully and to consider how, like the 
pandemic, it will alter our live (Fink, 2021). 

Secondly, just like the vaccine is the quickest way to put an end to a 
pandemic and untimely human life loss, the energy transition from fossil 

fuels to a cleaner, renewables-based energy generation is the fastest route to decarbonise the 
economy, tame the speed of climate change and embrace a sustainable way of living. 

“Build back better” has become a rallying cry for many politicians around the world who sensed 
the growing concern of the public, especially among young voters. The European Union, which 
Bulgaria joined in 2007,  is setting such an example with a pledge to become carbon neutral by 
2050. The European Green Deal provides a lifeline out of the COVID-19 pandemic, along with a 
promise to decouple economic growth from resource use and leave no person or place behind by 
providing financial support and technical assistance to help those that are most affected by the 
move towards the green economy via the Just Transition Mechanism. 

Despite being rich in renewable energy resources, Bulgaria still burns around 30 million tonnes of 
low quality lignite coal every year to deliver roughly half of its power mix and has not set a 
deadline or even a plan for coal phase-out. For nearly a decade, the country’s politicians have been 
delaying reforms in the electricity sector, avoiding unpopular moves that could raise electricity 
prices and cost  them support in the coal mining regions while publicly blaming the high costs and 
the inherent variability of wind and solar power as prime reasons why Bulgaria needs its coal 
industry. 

Over the last few years, however, things are changing fast. Globally, the cost of 
solar, for example, has plummeted by 85% in less than a decade (IRENA, 2021). 
In Bulgaria, rising fuel and CO2 costs are driving power prices on the free 
market up to record high levels and businesses are already turning to solar 
power to cut their electricity bills. Last, but not least, the European Green Deal 
now offers easy access to finance, including through the  NextGenerationEU 
Recovery Plan, and the EU’s seven-year budget framework.  
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With the cost and funding sources not so much of an issue, one last perceived barrier remains to 
be overcome before Bulgaria can finally elaborate a strategy for transitioning to low carbon energy 
generation. The notion that renewables cannot always deliver energy when we need it has long 
been a manta of why we cannot let go of fossil fuels. 

It is a fact that the sun doesn’t always shine and the wind doesn’t always blow when we need the 
energy. It is also a fact that a number of energy storage technologies are already available to help 
us  tackle this issue too. This report aims to shine a light on the energy storage technologies that 
exist today and how they can be applied to help the integration of more renewable energy in the 
power mix while keeping the energy system stable and creating sustainable jobs and income.  

 
You will learn how energy storage provides valuable flexibility to the power system, 
how short-duration storage technologies such as flywheels and batteries can respond 
to imbalances created by higher shares of renewables within milliseconds, while 
longer-duration technologies like pumped hydro storage (PHS) or hydrogen can provide 
weekly, monthly, or even seasonal storage. Energy storage technologies can enable 
sector coupling too. It can link the electricity sector to the heating and cooling sector, 
as well as to transport, thus helping to decarbonise otherwise hard-to-abate industry 
sectors. 

 

 
The best part is that, just like renewable energy, storage solutions can be tailored to 
meet the needs of a wide range of stakeholders and applied at different scales – from 
utilities and grid operators to industrial plants, energy cooperatives and households. 
The report will also provide you with relevant case studies of pioneering projects that 
can inform interested parties of suitable approaches to take. 
 

A whole chapter is dedicated to the policy and regulatory framework developments on a European 
level and in Bulgaria, and the market intelligence gathered during the report preparation has been 
translated into market development scenarios for energy storage in Bulgaria till 2030 and 2050 as 
well as into concrete policy recommendations for faster uptake of energy storage in Bulgaria. 

There is a famous saying that “the first 50% of the energy transition are all 
about politics to start it, and the second 50 % are all about engineering to 
make it happen”. We at APSTE believe that Bulgaria already has the 
engineering potential to take on this challenge. With the right policy choices, 
energy storage will provide Bulgaria with a stepping stone to transition to a low 
carbon energy and mitigate climate change in a way that is smooth, just, and 
most importantly – timely! 

We hope that this report will serve to inform politicians, businesses and citizens alike of the 
opportunities that energy storage has to offer. 
 
Yours sincerely,  
Mariyana Yaneva,  
Director Policy & Communications, APSTE 
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METHODOLOGY 
 
 
For the purpose of this report, the researchers used a number of primary and secondary data 
collection methods.  
Semi-structured surveys and in-depth interviews with experts were carried out between 
November 2020 and June 2021. The sample selection for both the survey and the in-depth 
interviews was tailored to include representatives of different stakeholder groups, both rights 
holders – people and organisations that have a vested interest in the market development and 
duty bearers – institutions and regulatory bodies that have the political and legislative power to 
create the policy and regulatory framework for the uptake of energy storage in Bulgaria. 
The participants thus included representatives of three major stakeholder groups: 
 

 Science and R&D stakeholders –technological researchers and scientists at public and 
private research organizations, technological start-ups and early adopters of new storage 
solutions, including for novel applications like agrivoltaics; 

 
 Mainstream adopters and implementers – suppliers, installers and clients of storage 

solutions, including both private and public and institutional stakeholders, especially those 
with potential to scale and mass-deploy systems, e.g. via municipal or regional public-
private partnerships; 

 
 Policymakers and policy stakeholders – these include the government, agency and political 

stakeholders, on whom the elaboration and adoption of new energy storage policy 
depends.  

 
The research also incorporated a comparative review and analysis of existing legal framework, 
academic publications on technologies development, including peer-reviewed scientific literature 
and specialized gray literature reports on energy storage technologies and market development, 
specifically within the context of Bulgaria, and taking into account sustainability criteria and 
considerations.  
 
Last, but not least, the research included analysis of pilot projects in Bulgaria or international 
benchmark projects, applicable in the Bulgarian market set-up (case studies). The case studies 
illustrated the technology uptake and deployment potential focusing on specific geographical, 
technological, economic and development context – e.g. existing or pipeline cases within urban, 
rural or specific industry context, and their scalability potential. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 
In late June 2021, the Council of the European 
Union signed on the first European Climate Law, 
setting into legislation the bloc’s stated goal of 
reducing greenhouse emissions by 55% 
(compared to 1990 levels) by 2030 and reaching 
climate neutrality in the next 30 years. On July 
14, 2021, the European Commission followed up 
with its “Fit for 55” legislative package. The 
bundle of interconnected legislative proposals 
aims to align climate, energy and transport 
policies with the targets agreed in the European 
Climate Law, translating climate goals into 
concrete actions. 

 
Against this acceleration of climate change informed policy on the European level, Bulgaria 
remains on the sidelines, reluctant to commit to a clear path for the green transition within a set 
timeframe for fear of the impact on its coal industry and to some extent for lack of informed 
political debate on the issue. This runs counter to the expectations of Bulgarian citizens as shown 
by a recent extensive research into the ways in which Bulgarian businesses and citizens view the 
EU’s green recovery and climate policy efforts. 
 

In a public opinion poll commissioned by the Sofia office of the European 
Council on Foreign Relations (ECFR, 2020), 85% of respondents believe that 
global warming and its consequences are a problem of paramount importance, 
while just 3% are climate change sceptics – 4 percentage points lower than the 
EU average. 
 

 
Equipping the economy for a low-carbon future requires an informed debate and 
bold decisions by politicians, businesses, and citizens alike. This report aims to raise 
awareness of the state-of-the-art energy storage technologies that exist today and fill 
an important gap in the debate for the climate neutral transformation of the energy 
sector in Bulgaria – forward-looking solutions for energy storage and how these can 
drive the country’s decarbonisation while creating businesses and jobs for the 
economy. 

 
While renewable energy power sources like wind and solar power have gradually gained popularity 
and economic sense in Bulgaria, their characteristic feature – variable output depending on the 
momentarily available resource (wind or sunshine) and the resulting challenges to grid 
management have received disproportionate attention into the public debate, sometimes blatantly 
used as an excuse for the remarkably unambitious decarbonization targets Bulgaria has set for 
itself so far.   
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Energy storage technologies are the obvious answer to increasing the power system flexibility and 
accommodating an ever-growing share of intermittent RES generation across all sectors. Moreover, 
most energy storage technologies can be deployed rapidly with high public acceptance, and at any 
scale and level of the electricity system (generation, transmission, distribution, consumption). As 
such it can provide both local services (i.e. congestion at distribution level) and system services 
(capacity, frequency regulation, energy cost minimisation) with unlimited aggregation capability.  
 

By 2030, the global stationary and transportation energy storage markets 
are estimated to grow by 2.5-4 terawatt-hours (TWh) annually, 
approximately three to five times the current 800-gigawatt-hour (GWh) 
market1.  (U.S. Department of Energy, 2020)  
 
 
 

Energy storage is also a strong enabler of sector coupling, linking the electricity sector to the 
heating and cooling sector, as well as to transport. Roughly 80% of heating demand in Bulgaria is 
currently met by fossil fuels, sometimes with detrimental effects to air quality, especially in urban 
areas, so the electrification of heating via storage is a very effective way to decarbonise the heating 
sector.  
 
The interface between energy storage and mobility is a very promising area, too. Vehicle to grid 
(V2G) technologies could facilitate the faster rollout of electric vehicles (EVs), helping to replace 
the aging fossil-fuelled vehicle fleet in Bulgaria and simultaneously solving the air pollutions issues 
in many cities. Looking forward, V2G deployed at scale can also be used to optimise RES generation 
and consumption and enable active consumers (including at residential and community level) to 
participate fully in electricity markets. 
 

In Bulgaria too, utilities and independent 
power producers, grid operators, 
households or business and community 
consumers can all benefit from the different 
applications of energy storage technologies 
provided that adequate policy and market 
rules are set soon to allow different viable 
business cases to emerge. 

 
 
On the energy generation side, utilities and RES producers which have grid balancing 
responsibilities can strongly benefit from coupling energy storage with RES generation assets to 
smooth the production curve, lower imbalance charges and even profit from energy shifting to 
peak demand times. 
  

 
1 U.S. Department of Energy, 2020, “Energy Storage Grand Challenge: Energy Storage Market Report”, 2020, NREL/TP-5400-78461, 

DOE/GO-102020-5497, Available at: 

https://www.energy.gov/sites/default/files/2020/12/f81/Energy%20Storage%20Market%20Report%202020_0.pdf 

https://www.energy.gov/sites/default/files/2020/12/f81/Energy%20Storage%20Market%20Report%202020_0.pdf
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The sonnenCommunity (see detailed case study in report) in Germany offers an 
excellent case study of how 10 000 small-scale customers with battery storage, 
solar PV generation or both can be aggregated into a virtual power plant that is 
able to deliver frequency regulation services to the grid. 
 
 

If reforms in the regulatory framework in Bulgaria recognize the value of fast-reacting storage 
facilities and additional revenue streams can be stacked, like provision of ancillary services to the 
grid. Тhis will help spur private investments in storage facilities while also having an overall 
beneficial effect on the electricity system as a whole. 
 
Grid operators, both at the transmission and distribution level, can use storage to solve local grid 
congestion, reduce technical losses for electricity transportation, defer or altogether replace grid 
expansion investments, increase network capacity, and maintain lines without reducing security of 
supply. In remote areas where there is no electricity grid or where power line infrastructure is 
becoming prohibitively expensive to maintain (remote areas with few customers), micro and mini-
grids, integrating RES systems with storage can provide reliable power supply, even in harsh 
ambient conditions.  
Energy storage can also assume the role that gas turbines traditionally play in providing capacity, 
reserves and peaking power, which is particularly suiting in the case of Bulgaria where o lot of 
thermal power capacities will have to be retired over the next decade. 
 
On the consumption side, energy citizens and 
communities, as well as industrial clients 
alike could also benefit from the capabilities 
of storage in demand-side management.  
 
Bulgaria is yet to introduce the Clean Energy 
package concept of energy prosumers and 
communities, and this presents an 
opportunity to introduce policy measures that 
incentivise prosumers to invest in storage in 
order to increase their self-consumption, in 
turn allowing them, for example, to avoid low 
feed-in prices, and/or to reduce grid costs and 
related surcharges. 
 
Yet, Bulgaria-based companies are already involved in the development of smart grids around the 
world as illustrated by the case studies in the report and so well placed to expand the local market 
fast if the policy and regulatory framework evolves to offer higher climate ambitions and clear path 
to the economy decarbonisation. 
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A survey carried out by APSTE among 32 energy professionals and key 
stakeholders in the energy storage market development in Bulgaria showed 
that the existing regulatory framework and power market set-up is almost 
unanimously considered inadequate for incentivising the development of 
innovative business models for widespread integration of energy storage 
technologies. 
 

Market signals and policy to support the development of storage in Bulgaria 
are currently severely lacking, is the conclusion of the survey respondents. The 
regulatory framework is still highly complex. Patchy updates of regulations 
have been made to at least transpose the definition of energy storage  from 
Article 2 of the Electricity Directive, but a comprehensive legal framework 
designed to support its development is still lacking. 
 
Perceptions are that the outdated market regulations limit the current energy storage market in 
Bulgaria mostly to off-grid coupling with RES self-consumption systems. 
 
Taking a cue from successful policy measures in support of energy storage in other EU markets as 
outlined in a report by Solar Power Europe (Solar Power Europe, 2020) and insights from 
interviews with stakeholders in Bulgaria, we hope to draw the attention of policy makers and 
regulators to several policy recommendations to help develop the Bulgarian market to its true 
potential. 
 
First and foremost, eliminating market and regulatory barriers (e.g. discriminatory rules) for 
modern energy storage technologies to participate in the wholesale energy market, the balancing 
energy market or ancillary services provision and capacity mechanisms, is the faster and most 
efficient way to drive the development of the storage market in the country. 
 
Uptake of energy storage systems in the residential & small commercial sectors, for example can 
be additionally incentivised by: 
 

 
 
The fastest and most direct way to support the deployment of residential storage involves cash 
subsidies based on the kWh of the storage system. 
 
The measure could very well complement and combine with incentives to install a RES system for 
self-consumption. Customers are incentivised to add a storage system (usually a battery energy 
storage system - BESS) through a lump-sum payment or a voucher that reduces the upfront cost of 
the installation for the end user. This boosts self-consumption shares for households/offices and 
improves grid stability in areas with a high penetration of distributed RES systems. 
  

• Innovation drives new business, but policy must still lead. 

• direct financial incentives for end consumers 
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Storage can also be incentivised through a depreciation mechanism in a citizen’s yearly income or 
corporate tax statement.  This approach minimises administrative work for the government and 
the ESS owner because no separate grant application system is required. At the same time, the 
indirect impact through tax alleviations might lower consumer visibility of the grant (and, 
therefore, might be less effective than direct subsidies). 
 

 
 
These may include exemptions from charges, fees and taxes on the self-consumed electricity. Such 
measures encourage prosumers to maximise their self-consumption ratio and thereby incentivise 
investment into storage. 
 

 
 
Bulgaria can offer grants to private and commercial customers to carry out integrated renovations 
to decarbonise buildings. Such measures should be implemented along minimum efficiency 
standards for buildings to drive the upgrade of buildings with low energy performance. Alongside 
energy efficiency improvements and the deployment of on-site renewables, BESS technologies are 
cost-effective solutions that deliver high energy efficiency and increase self-consumption rates of 
the RES systems.  
 
Increasing the scale, incentivising storage to support grid flexibility, both on distribution and 
transmission level calls for: 
 

 
 
Thanks to the complementarity of their profiles, hybrid renewable systems comprised of various 
renewable technologies plus BESS provide a solution to grid issues by increasing security of supply 
and lowering system costs. With hybrid renewable systems, electricity can be dispatched to better 
match the load profile and thus respond more efficiently to electricity consumption needs. 
 

 
 
Understanding the revenues of a storage project over its lifecycle is vital to encourage investment, 
which is why long-term auctions for grid services procurement could be a win-win solution to 
encourage new development of storage market while increasing grid flexibility at an affordable 
price. 
Frequency response, for example, is a key market for energy storage as one of the few 
technologies capable of reacting at the close-to real time speed required.  
  

• tax depreciation for storage installations 

• tax, fees exemptions to prosumers 

• integrated building renovations and efficiency standards 

• hybrid renewable energy plus storage auctions 

• auctions for grid services by storage systems 
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For this regime to be applicable in Bulgaria, however, the grid code must be revised to allow such 
services to be provided by storage facilities other than hydro-pumped storage.  As Luis Munuera, 
energy technology analyst at the International Energy Agency, explains: 
 

One of the advantages of batteries is that they only take a few months to 
build, compared with several years for pumped storage. They are also very 
flexible in the sense that you can install them on the grid or next to a solar or 
wind farm. 
 
 
 

Simply put, climate urgency pushes for a quicker energy transition and modern energy storage 
solutions are integral for Bulgaria to be able to speed up the pace significantly without 
compromising its energy security. 
 
Financial support for speeding up the energy transition is increasingly available too, for example, 
from the European Investment Bank (EIB) and the EU Innovation Fund. In addition to EIB loans, 
there will also be grants available under the EU Innovation Fund, which is one of the world’s largest 
funds for low-carbon technologies. For the period 2020-2030, the Fund may amount to about EUR 
10 billion and more, depending on the carbon price. Bulgaria and Bulgarian companies will also 
have the opportunity to finance climate and energy transition related projects under the EU funds 
available under the multiannual financial framework (MFF) for 2021-2027 and the Next Generation 
EU (NGEU) recovery instrument. 
 
Moreover, the European Commission has set up a EUR 17.5 billion Just Transition Fund to mitigate 
the social impacts in coal regions such as Bulgaria’s Stara Zagora. The Fund - and its sister schemes 
under the Just Transition Mechanism, in combination with the right national and private funds - 
are a huge opportunity to shift to a durable, climate-neutral economy. 
 
Meanwhile, keeping reliance on coal for power generation is becoming so expensive that it defies 
economic logic. 
 
None of the Bulgarian hard coal or lignite plants are likely to have operating 
costs in 2021 that are lower than adding new utility-scale solar PV or onshore 
wind, assuming European Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) permits average 
EUR  50/tonne of CO2 in 2021, notes a detailed cost analysis published by 
IRENA in June 2021. 
 

 
The analysis also shows that replacing 3.7 GW of uncompetitive coal power plants 
with renewable energy, including additional integration costs of USD 5/MWh, will 
actually result in USD 700,000 savings per year for Bulgaria. (IRENA, 2021). 

 
 
Against this backdrop, it is highly unlikely that the current missing policy, which limits the energy 
storage development to small-scale off-grid applications, can be sustained. The European Union is 
accelerating its green and digital transition, shifting focus from strategy to delivery.  
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The Fit for 55 package which was officially announced on July 14, 2021, will lead to overhauling of 
climate and energy legislation, in line with the new target to reduce emissions by at least 55% by 
2030. 
 
At minimum, Bulgaria will have a new, more ambitious 
NECP in just two years from now.  If Bulgaria finally 
steps in line with the EU and commits to a higher level 
of ambition in order to deliver on the bloc’s EU Green 
Deal and the 2030 and 2050 decarbonisation targets, 
the prospects for the storage solutions market 
development could change rather quickly. 
 
 
 

In a low-carbon policy driven scenario for the energy market development in 
Bulgaria, APSTE projects that 4,650 MW of new PV capacity and 2,350 MW of 
onshore wind, along with 1,750 MW of energy storage capacity could be 
easily deployed by 2030. The RES share in the country’s total installed capacity 
will grow to 58%. 
 
 

On average, 2-5 jobs are created per 1 MW in the engineering and installation phase of a PV/wind 
power system plus storage and 1-2 more permanent jobs per MW are created in the O&M phase. 
Indirectly, the sector development will support 5-6 jobs in the local services sector in the legal and 
financial services, environmental consultations as well as various local crafts and nature-based 
business that could profit from improved local economy and environment at the RES power plant 
site.  
 
If we take this policy driven growth scenario of close to 7 GW new RES plus 1,750 MW of energy 
storage systems by 2030, over 100,000 renewable energy/storage jobs will be created in Bulgaria 
in just a decade. 
 
As profound and historic as these changes may look today, they will be dwarfed by the changes 
anticipated over the next decades to 2050, both in how we generate electricity and how we 
manage the grid and the demand side. The ongoing transition of the energy sector from fossil fuels 
to renewable generation will continue regardless of any headwinds encountered from current 
policy or economic downturns, and the deployment of energy storage systems will accelerate with 
it.  
 

The coming decade to 2030 is Bulgaria’s chance to elaborate a plan for a systematic 
transition to net zero. A clear vision of a climate-neutral economy and supportive 
policy framework will be enabling agents of the transformation of the energy sector 
and along with it, a vibrant clean energy economy. 
 
 

ENERGY STORAGE IN BULGARIA 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 2021  
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
 
 

APSTE – Association of Production, Storage and Trading of Electricity 
BESS – Battery Energy Storage System  
BNEF – Bloomberg New Energy Finance 
BRP – Balance responsible parties 
BTM – Before-the-meter 
CAES – compressed air energy storage 
CAGR – compound annual growth rate 
DSO – distribution system operator 
EASE – European Association for Storage of Energy 
EC – European Commission 
EMMES – European Market Monitor on Energy Storage 
ERDF – European Regional Development Fund 
ESF+ – European Social Fund Plus 
ESO – Electricity System Operator 
ETC – European territorial cooperation  
ETS – Emissions Trading System  
EU – European Union 
EV – electric vehicles 
FCEV – fuel cell electric vehicles 
FTM – front-of-meter 
IEA – International Energy Agency  
IBM – International Business Machines Corporation 
IEES – Institute of Electrochemistry and Energy Systems "Acad. Evgeni Budevski ” 
IPS – International Power Supply  
MFF – multi-annual financial framework  
NECP – National energy and climate plan  
NEK – National Electricity Company 
NGEU – Next Generation EU 
NRRP – National Resilience and Recovery Plan  
OPEX – Operating Expenditures  
RES – Renewable Energy System 
PHS – Pumped-hydro storage power plants  
SEDA – sustainable energy development authority  
SLI – starting, lighting and ignition 
SME – small and medium enterprises 
TRL – technology readiness level 
TSO – transmission system operator TU -Technical University  
TU – Technical University  
UCTM – University of Chemical Technology and Metallurgy  
FRR – Frequency Restoration Reserve  
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1. A REVIEW OF THE TECHNOLOGIES FOR ENERGY 
STORAGE OF RENEWABLE POWER 

 
In the past 70 - 100 years, several leading technologies for energy storage systems have emerged, 
and depending on the form of energy conversion, these are classified as mechanical, thermal, 
electrical, electrochemical or chemical (see Figure 1). In this report, we will consider technologies 
mainly in relation to their applicability for a faster and wider integration of energy from renewable 
sources (RES), their current technological and market maturity as well as specific applications in 
the context of the Bulgarian energy transition to a low-carbon economy. 
 
Figure 1. Types of energy storage systems 
 

 
 
 

1.1 MECHANICAL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS 
 
In mechanical systems, electricity is stored in a form of mechanical energy, either kinetic energy 
(energy of motion) or potential energy (stored energy of position). Each moving object stores 
energy in the form of kinetic energy, while any particle that is subjected to a gravitational or elastic 
difference stores energy as potential. This report describes three of these energy storage systems, 
with a technology readiness level (TRL2) of 9.   

 
2 Technology readiness levels (TRLs) are a method for estimating the maturity of technologies, originally developed at NASA during 
the 1970s for assessment of technologies in space machinery.  Later, the method’s use is expanded to assess the level of 
development of a technology. In Europe, a 9 point scale has been widely adopted, rating technologies from 1 – a concept/idea to 9 
– fully developed technology, ready or already in mass production.  
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1.1.1 PUMPED-HYDRO STORAGE (PHS) 

 
Pumped-hydro storage power plants (PHS) are one of the first energy storage technologies put 
into operation in the early 20th century. The oldest, still operating PHS, is located in Switzerland 
and was put into operation in 1909. Electricity is generated in the same way as in a conventional 
hydroelectric power plant. For storage, the potential energy of the water held in a higher ground 
reservoir (aka upper equalizer) is used. The main disadvantage of conventional hydropower plants 
is that an infinite amount of water cannot be provided in the supply reservoir, and hence the 
generation of electricity is an interrupted process. In PHS, in addition to the generator mode, there 
is also a pump mode. After passing through the turbine of the generator, the water flow does not 
drain freely, but collects in a lower reservoir. From there, water is pumped back to the upper 
reservoir, usually when there is excess energy in the power grid. In the peak periods of 
consumption - in the evening and in the morning, PHS plants are used in generator mode, thus 
balancing the power grid. (see Figure 2) 
 

 

Figure 2. Scheme of PHS, Source: Pumped-storage hydroelectricity – Wikipedia  
 
PHS projects have so far been implemented mainly in Europe, USA and Asia, and the technology is 
used primarily to balance and maintain the stability of the electricity grid. 
 

Apart from the obvious disadvantage that very specific geographical features 
are required to implement such projects (possibility to build an upper and 
lower reservoir), the construction of these large-scale systems often has a 
serious environmental impact - flooding huge areas of land and disturbing 
ecosystems and the habitats and the species diversity at the place of 
construction. Last, but not least, the efficiency of the technology, measured as 
the efficiency of two-way energy exchange, varies between 65% and 75%. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pumped-storage_hydroelectricity
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1.1.2 COMPRESSED-AIR ENERGY STORAGE (CAES) 

 
Storing energy by compressing air is an alternative to the PHS technology described above. 
 

Here, air-compressors consume electricity when the grid load is minimal. At 
peak demand times, compressed air is used to drive gas turbines connected to 
generators that produce electricity. The process of air compression releases 
heat, which is dissipated by intermediate coolers in the environment. If the 
heat is not recovered on site, energy losses can reach up to 30%. The efficiency 
that is achieved varies from 58 to 82%. The level of technological readiness of 
air compression systems is level 9. 

 
The technology is suitable for maintaining the security and efficiency of the grid, especially as a 
fast-reactive generating power (similar to peaker gas power plants, which are turned on only when 
there is a strong need for additional energy in the network). In addition to quickly compensating 
for fluctuations in the production of energy from renewable sources, energy storage systems 
through compressed air can be used to "smooth" the production curve of renewable energy 
installations by storing the produced energy in periods when it is in surplus and feed it back to the 
grid when needed. 
 
Like the PHS technology, air compression requires large volumes of enclosed spaces such as 
underground cavities, which limits the development of the technology to places with such natural 
features. 
 
The first such system was built in Huntorf, Germany in 1978. Currently, this technology is being 
developed mainly in Europe and the United States, and according to the analytical company BNEF, 
there are currently seven such operating power plants in the world, but their share is expected to 
grow significantly by 2030. 
 
 

1.1.3 FLYWHEEL ENERGY STORAGE 

 
Figure 3. Energy storage with flywheel, Source: Flywheel energy storage – Wikipedia 

In this technological approach, the kinetic energy of an 
accelerated rotating body - a flywheel - is used to store 
energy. Due to the rapid accumulation of energy in the 
flywheel, rotating up to 50,000 rpm, this type of system is 
suitable for utilization of excess energy from renewable 
sources. The advantages of this type of systems are: high 
density of stored energy - up to 130 Wh / kg, simple device, 
high efficiency of 80-90%, long life cycle, and last but not least 
- a relatively compact size. 

 
  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flywheel_energy_storage
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Currently, safety requirements limit the unit capacity of flywheel energy storage systems and 
require the use of protective shells, which increases their cost. However, these devices are 
increasingly used because their main advantage is that they can undergo multiple cycles of partial 
or full charge / discharge of energy without any degradation of performance over time. Modern 
energy storage systems based on flywheel technology are used mainly in the regulation and 
optimization of the energy system and network services, which require a short response time such 
as frequency and frequency response control. 
 
A brief comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of mechanical energy storage systems can 
be found in Table 1: 
 
Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of mechanical energy storage systems 
 

Mechanical systems  Advantages Disadvantages 

Kinetic energy - - 

Flywheel 

Fast reception and release of 
energy; 
High reliability; 
High specific energy. 

Limited energy storage time - about 
15 minutes.  

Compressed air 
Maturity of technology; 
Relatively low cost.  

Specific requirements for gas 
storage sites. 
 

Potential energy - - 

PHS 
Maturity of technology; 
Widely used as a balancing power is 
the power system (ECC). 

Require the presence of specific 
natural resources; 
Flooding of large areas. 

 
 

1.1.4 MECHANICAL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS IN BULGARIA 
 
PHS is the only mechanical energy storage technology represented in Bulgaria. So far, 3 PHS power 
plants have been built and plans to build a fourth3 are underway. 
 
The main advantages of Bulgaria’s PHS plants are their flexibility in system management and 
reliable control of peak load fluctuations, safety and speed when replacing emergency shut off 
power capacity, primary and secondary frequency regulation, and voltage regulation. The 
technology is well known and established in the country, which is why it is expected to be a 
preferred choice among energy storage technologies considered for increasing the flexibility of 
Bulgaria’s electricity grid. 
 
The largest operating facility in Bulgaria is the Chaira PHS, part of the Belmeken-Sestrimo-Chaira 
hydropower cascade, owned by the National Electricity Company (NEK).  

 
3 The project is part of the Ten year network development plan (TYNDP 1014) of European Network of Transmission System 
Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) 
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The upper compensation basin (aka equalizer) of the Chaira PHS is the Belmeken dam with a useful 
volume of 141 million m3 - which serves as the main reservoir for the power plants of the 
Belmeken-Sestrimo energy cascade - and the lower compensation basin, the Chaira dam, has a 
useful volume of 4.2 million m3. The first and second hydro groups of the plant have been in 
operation since 1995, and the third and fourth hydro groups were put into operation in 1999. 
 
The total generating capacity of Chaira PHS is 800 MW, and the pumping capacity is 760 MW. 
Adjacent to Chaira is a second PHS - the Belmeken PHS (generator capacity - 375 MW, pumped 104 
MW). The same cascade will host the project for the fourth PHS in Bulgaria - Yadenitsa. 
 
The main benefits, determining the need for construction of the Yadenitsa Dam, are related to the 
transition of Chaira PHS from daily to weekly operation and increasing its usability. 
 
According to the description of NEK, the daily regime requires daily equalization of the water 
processed at the plant in turbine and in pumping mode. It should be noted that the available 
volume of the Chaira Dam allows operation at full capacity in generator mode for 8.5 hours and in 
pumping mode - for 10.7 hours. The implementation of the Yadenitsa project will increase the 
volume of the lower equalizer of the Chaira PHS allowing to transition to a weekly mode of 
operation, in which the four units in the plant will be able to operate in generator mode at full 
capacity for 20 hours and in pump mode for 22.5 hours. 

 
The construction of the Yadenitsa project is also motivated by the growing 
share of RES electricity in the network and the need to provide additional 
highly flexible balancing capacity to cover the needs of the system for the 
fluctuations related to RES power plants operation," said NEK. 
 
 

According to the company, the considerable generating capacity of 864 MW focused at one place, 
minimum time for complete loading, high automation degree of the operating modes control and 
lack of limitations related to the volume of the upper reservoir are all conditions required for the 
Chaira PSH to be able to serve as emergency back-up to power system (when base load capacities 
fail, even up to 1000 MW). 
 
The only unfulfilled condition for the plant to take over this function right now, is the small volume 
of the lower equalizer. A feasibility study carried out in 1996 conducted a detailed energy and 
hydraulic analysis, proving that the construction of the Yadenitsa dam would remove this last 
hurdle. 
 
As an additional bonus, the power plant's "portfolio" will be expanded to provide fast reserve and 
additional grid services. 
 
The third PHS power plant in operation – Orpheus, has a production capacity of 160 MW and a 
pumping capacity of 40 MW. The plant is supplied with water from the Krichim Dam and is part of 
the Dospat-Vacha cascade.  
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In general, Bulgaria has suitable natural conditions for the implementation of this type of power 
plants, but their adverse environmental impact due to the flooding of large areas of land, as well as 
the very likely periods of drought in Bulgaria due to climate change are a limiting factor for the 
further development of the technology in the country. 
 
 
 

1.2 THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS 
 
 
In this method, electricity is stored by converting into heat energy. For this purpose, a substance is 
heated to the melting temperature in electric furnaces. There are several technologies, the most 
common of which is salt melting. 
Thermal systems also include those with adiabatic air compression, in which there is no thermal 
transfer to and from the system, i.e. it is thermally insulated. 
 
 

1.2.1 MOLTEN SALTS  
 
Energy storage in molten salts uses an external heat source to melt sodium, potassium, or calcium 
salts. If necessary, the melt can give off heat to generate energy. 
The technology is commercialized and is currently being applied on a large scale, mostly as part of 
solar parks for concentrating solar power (CSP). 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Solar park with 
concentrated solar energy and 
thermal energy storage. (Source: 
Wikimedia Commons) 
 
 
 
 

 
 

1.2.2 ADIABATIC AIR COMPRESSION 
 
The adiabatic thermodynamic process means that there is no heat transfer from and to a 
thermodynamically closed system. To realize the adiabatic compression of air, it is necessary to 
store the heat that is released during the compression of the gas. Compressed hot air can be used 
to generate energy when needed by being discharged through a gas turbine. One of the 
requirements for the implementation of this technology is that the air storage space is thermally 
isolated from the environment. The heat can be stored in rocks or concrete or in melts of salt and 
oil. The efficiency of the technology can reach over 90% with good temperature insulation. 
  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Solar_two.jpg
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At this stage, several projects on this technology are being prepared, and the first commercialized 
project was implemented in Canada in 2019. In Europe, projects on this technology are being 
developed in Austria (RICAS 2020) and Germany (ADELE). 
 
A brief comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of thermal energy storage systems can be 
found in table 2: 
 
Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of thermal energy storage systems 
 

Thermal systems Advantages Disadvantages 

Molten salts 
High reliability; 
Low cost of materials; 
Maturity of technology. 

Their effectiveness increases with weight; 
Influence of climatic features; 
Impossibility to increase the capacity after 
the initial installation. 

Adiabatic air 
compression 

High reliability; 
Maturity of technology; 
High efficiency. 

Specific requirements for gas storage sites.  

 
There are no implemented or planned projects for thermal energy storage systems in Bulgaria. 
 
 
 

1.3. ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS 
 

Electrical energy storage systems are based on the phenomena of electrostatic fields and 
electromagnetic fields. The storage of electricity in devices operating on the basis of these 
phenomena is close to 100% efficiency. Depending on the phenomenon used, we have two types 
of devices - capacitors and coils. The level of technological readiness of the considered electrical 
energy storage systems is 9. 
 
 

1.3.1 SUPERCAPACITORS 
 

Capacitors are electronic elements that store 
electricity in the form of an electrostatic field. They 
have two electrodes separated spatially by an 
insulator (dielectric). The energy storage capacity is 
directly proportional to the area of the electrodes. 
The materials  used for electrodes have a very high 
developed surface, and for the insulator - a liquid 
with high dielectric constant. 

Figure 5. Diagram of an electric vehicle powered by 
supercapacitors. Source: Iliyan Popov (own work) 
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The specific energy stored in supercapacitors is very low and reaches 0.5 Wh / kg, but the specific 
power can reach up to 500 kW / kg. The high reliability, the possibility for fast charging and the 
relatively low price make this technology suitable for use in electric transport (for powering electric 
buses), mobile electronics, in uninterruptible power supplies. 
 
 

1.3.2 SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETIC ENERGY STORAGE (SMES) 
 
Electricity can also be effectively and reversibly stored in the form of a magnetic field. 
For this purpose, a spirally wound wire conductor (coil) is used to generate a magnetic field when 
the current flows. To reduce losses from the resistance of the metal, the winding is cooled to a very 
low temperature, until a superconducting state is reached.  

Due to the requirement for very low 
temperatures to bring metals and 
metal alloys into a superconducting 
state and, accordingly, the complex 
technical base, these systems are used 
as an emergency source of energy to 
maintain the voltage stability in the 
power grid. 
 

Figure 6. Diagram of an energy storage device with a superconducting coil,  Source: Articles - 
Energy storage technologies (ingenia.org.uk) 
 
The specific energy of this type of systems is about 10 Wh / kg, but the specific power they can 
receive and transmit reaches 100 МW/kg 4 (Tixador, 2008). 
 
Table 3. Advantages and disadvantages of electrical energy storage systems 
 

Electrical systems Advantages Disadvantages 

Electrostatic field - - 

Supercapacitors 
Fast reception and release of 
energy; 
High reliability. 

Very low specific energy; 
Low specific power; 
Low operating voltage. 

Pseudocapacitors 
Fast reception and release of 
energy; 
High reliability. 

Low specific energy; 
Low specific power; 
Low operating voltage. 

Magnetic field - - 

Superconducting coils 

High specific power; 
Zero electrical resistance; 
Very low charge and discharge 
time; 
Very high efficiency; 
High reliability. 

High price; 
Complex technical base for 
maintaining low temperature; 
Low specific energy. 

 
4 Tixador, P. “Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage: Status and Perspective”, IEEE/CSC & ESAS EUROPEAN 
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY NEWS FORUM, 2008, https://snf.ieeecsc.org/sites/ieeecsc.org/files/CR5_Final3_012008.pdf  

https://www.ingenia.org.uk/Ingenia/Articles/666b0e84-1c8e-4570-a3d4-b43f82e39991
https://www.ingenia.org.uk/Ingenia/Articles/666b0e84-1c8e-4570-a3d4-b43f82e39991
https://snf.ieeecsc.org/sites/ieeecsc.org/files/CR5_Final3_012008.pdf
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1.3.3 ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS IN BULGARIA 

 
In Bulgaria, supercapacitors’ energy storage technology is used in a pilot project for public 
transport with zero CO2 emissions.  
 
Sofia Municipality has purchased several 
electric buses using this technology for Sofia 
City Transport. There are also several high-
power electric charging stations. Electrified 
public transport lines with this technology 
have a range of about 10-15 km, as at each 
final stop and at one or more intermediate 
stops, electric buses make a short stay (about 
5 minutes) to charge the capacitors. 
 
The Bulgarian Academy of Sciences also 
conducts research and development on the 
practical application and improvement of 
supercapacitors.  
  
 
 
 

1.4 ELECTROCHEMICAL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS 
 
 
The reversible conversion of electrical energy into chemical energy is used to store it into 
secondary power sources - batteries, fuel cell-electrolyzer systems, and metal-air systems. 
 
Electrochemical energy storage systems are currently the most common energy storage systems in 
use. Their advantages are high specific energy (theoretically up to 11 kWh / kg in metal-air 
systems, very close to energy density parity with fossil fuels (see figure 7), high reliability, wide 
operating temperature range, lack of moving parts. The following secondary systems are widely 
used: lead-acid battery, lithium-ion battery, nickel-metal hydride and nickel-cadmium battery. The 
level of technological readiness of the considered batteries is 9, they are widespread not only for 
industrial use but also in consumer electronics. The emerging systems of the metal-air type have a 
TRL 3-6 but if the technology is perfected and rolled-out to market, it holds a great promise for the 
future development of the energy storage sector.  
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Figure 7. Comparison of the theoretical specific energy density of secondary electrochemical 
current sources (accumulators) with fossil fuels, Source: Ilian Popov (own work) 
 
 

1.4.1 LEAD-ACID BATTERIES 
 
The lead-acid battery is the oldest rechargeable (secondary) battery 
discovered by the French inventor Gaston Plante in 1859. It has two lead 
electrodes (negative of spongy lead and positive of lead dioxide) 
immersed in sulfuric acid. Advantages of the system are the relatively 
high cell voltage, the high currents generated due to the high rate of 
electrochemical reaction, the relatively long life (500 charge-discharge 
cycles) and the good recycling rate (over 97%). The main disadvantages 
are the low specific characteristics due to the high weight of the lead, as 
well as the low environmental friendliness of the system.  
 
This energy storage system has been widely adopted since the late 19th 
century. It is used in transport: for starting internal combustion engines, for underwater propulsion 
of diesel submarines, for powering low-speed electric vehicles. It is also used in the industrial 
sector for energy storage stations for renewable energy, telecommunications as a backup source. 
The market share of this type of batteries globally was 75% in 2020. 
 
 

1.4.2 NICKEL-CADMIUM AND NICKEL-METAL HYDRIDE BATTERIES 
 
The nickel-cadmium battery is a secondary power source developed in the late 19th century. The 
technology is already commercialized, has a long life - up to 2000 charge-discharge cycles and is 
capable of operating in heavy discharge and charging modes. 
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On the other hand, the nickel-cadmium battery has low theoretical energy characteristics: 
theoretical specific energy 237 Wh / kg; 500 W / kg and low electromotive voltage 1.3 V per cell, 
has a high self-discharge (10% per month), memory effect reducing the capacity of the cell in case 
of improper operation and last, but not least, dangerous components such as cadmium and 
alkaline electrolyte (high concentrate potassium hydroxide).  
 
Nickel-cadmium batteries are currently used mainly to power professional tools and energy 
storage centers. The European Union, through the European Battery Directive 2006/66/EC on 
limiting the use of environmentally harmful technologies, banned this system and recommended 
the industry to switch to nickel-metal hydride and lithium-ion batteries. 
 
The nickel-metal hydride battery was developed in the 1970s in Europe in order to avoid 
environmental problems with the nickel-cadmium battery. Compared to its predecessor, it has a 
long life, reduced memory effect and low self-discharge. Challenges remain in the form of low 
terminal voltage, loss of capacity and reversal of polarity at deep discharge. 
The nickel-metal hydride battery is used in consumer electronics, professional tools and in electric 
vehicles. Currently, this technology is increasingly being replaced by improved lithium-ion 
batteries. 
 
 

1.4.3 LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES 
 
The lithium-ion technology is globally used in applications requiring low weight and high energy 
consumption. The development of this system dates back to the 70s of the 20th century. It is 
commercially available since 1991 when the Japanese companies Sony Corp. and Asahi-Kasei Corp. 
brought it to market. 
 
The advantages of this technology are high specific energy, up to 600 Wh / kg, low weight, 
relatively long service life - up to 2000 charge-discharge cycles and high operating voltage - 3.6 V 
per cell. Along with these advantages over other conventional electrochemical systems, the 
lithium-ion battery has some disadvantages too. A complex battery monitoring and control system 
is required and there is a risk of fire in case of improper use or a problem in the control system, 
some of the components used can be dangerous to humans and the environment, and in some 
parts of the world forced labour is used to extract them, which is why it is necessary to apply 
sustainability and quality criteria throughout the supply chain when supplying such technologies. 
 
Lithium-ion batteries are widely used in mobile electronics and electric transportation, including a 
new generation of submarines, ships and electric aircraft. In the past decade, the costs reductions 
achieved have spurred the development of this technology for large-scale energy storage systems 
for renewable energy. 
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1.4.4 REDOX FLOW BATTERIES 

 
The principle of operation of redox flow batteries is based on ion-exchange reaction of two 
spatially separated solutions through an ion-exchange membrane. 

 
 
Unlike conventional batteries, in this type of system, 
the electrochemically active substances are dissolved 
in the electrolyte, the positive active substance being 
called catholyte and the negative substance being 
called anolyte. 

Figure 8. Scheme of redox flow battery Source: Ilian 
Popov (own work) 

 

The electrochemical reaction takes place at the boundary between the two solutions and the 
current leads, which transfer electrical charges through an external circuit from the anolyte to the 
catholyte. Projects on this technology are being implemented in China, Japan and South Korea as a 
balancing element in the energy network, as well as to power data centers.  

The development of redox flow batteries has undergone rapid development in the last few years 
and is emerging as a major competitor to lithium-ion batteries in energy storage systems used in 
the power grid, thanks to their flexible modular design, scalability, and affordable costs for 
maintenance and long life. 

A total of 800 MWh redox flow batteries were installed worldwide from 2008 to the end of 2020, 
with more than 75% of them built in the last 2 years5. Most were vanadium redox batteries (VRB 
or VRFB). 
 
 

1.4.5 FUEL CELLS 
 

 
The fuel cell is an electrochemical current source in 
which the oxidation of the fuel (usually hydrogen) by 
the oxidant (usually oxygen) is carried out by an 
electrochemical reaction and the resulting energy is 
in the form of electricity, not heat, as in the case of 
combustion.  
The fuel cell consists of two gas diffusion electrodes 
to which the two gaseous elements (in the case of 
the hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell) are fed, separated by 
an electrolyte or a proton conducting membrane. 

Figure 9. Fuel cell diagram, Source: Ilian Popov (own work)  

 
5 Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, "Storage Data Hub -Storage Assets," BloombergNEF, New York, 2020. Available at: 
https://about.bnef.com/ 

https://about.bnef.com/
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The advantages of fuel cells are in the presumably unlimited capacity of the electrodes, as 
the production of electricity will continue as long as the active components of both 
electrodes are supplied. 
 

 
1.4.6 METAL-AIR ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS 

 
 

Metal-air systems can be considered as 
a hybrid unit between primary and 
secondary batteries and fuel cells. In 
metal-air batteries, the positive 
electrode is a gas diffusion - the same as 
in fuel cells, and the negative is a 
electrochemical active metal or anode 
active material, as in conventional 
accumulators and batteries. 

Figure 10. Scheme of a metal-air battery 
Source: Iliyan Popov (own work) 

 
A brief comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of thermal energy storage systems can be 
found in the table below: 
 
Table 4. Advantages and disadvantages of electrochemical energy storage systems 
 

Electrochemical system Advantages Disadvantages 

Lead-acid battery 

Low price; 
Developed and commercialized 
technology; 
Very high recycling rate. 

Hazardous to health and nature 
components; 
Low weight energy characteristics.  

Nickel-cadmium battery 

Developed and commercialized 
technology; 
Long life - up to 2000 cycles; 
Wide temperature range. 

Hazardous to health and nature 
components; 
Low theoretical energy 
characteristics; 
High self-discharge; 
Memory effect. 

Nickel-metal hydride 
battery 

Long life - up to 2000 cycles; 
Commercialized technology; 
Low self-discharge; 
Low price; 
Widespread technology in 
mobile electronics and electric 
transport. 

Low terminal voltage; 
Loss of capacity; 
Reverse polarity at deep discharge. 

Lithium-ion battery High specific energy and Complicated charge algorithm; 
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terminal voltage; 
Low weight. 
Developed and commercialized 
technology; 
Mobility; 
Low self-discharge; 
Possibility for fast charging. 

Additional electronic modules for safe 
battery operation modes. 
Narrow temperature range for safe 
operation; 
High fire hazard; 
Ethical problems with the extraction 
of some of the raw materials. 

Flow battery 
Low cost of reagents; 
Long life; 

Need for auxiliary units; 
Low specific characteristics;  

Fuel cell 

Very high specific energy 
characteristics; 
Environmental friendliness; 
End product water. 

Need for efficient catalysts for oxygen 
and hydrogen electrodes; 
Need for auxiliary units; 
Fire hazard. 

Metal-Air battery 

Very high specific 
characteristics; 
Possibility for fast charging; 
Environmental friendliness; 
Attractive price; 
Lack of scarce materials; 
Recycling of the final product. 

In the process of laboratory tests; 
Unstable electrolytes; 
Need for corrosion resistant 
materials; 
Need for highly efficient catalysts for 
oxygen reduction and release. 

 
 

1.4.7 ELECTROCHEMICAL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS IN BULGARIA 
 
There are several production facilities for lead-based batteries in Bulgaria, owned, respectively by 
the companies MONBAT AD and ELHIM-Iskra AD. Under the HITMOBIL programme, financed by 
the EU, the construction of a production line for small serial production of lithium-ion batteries is 
also being prepared. 
 
On the R&D side, Bulgaria is home to one of the internationally recognized academic centres for 
electrochemical technologies, including chemical power sources - the Institute of Electrochemistry 
and Energy Systems "Acad. Evgeni Budevski ”(IEES) at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. The 
Institute organizes one of the internationally recognized conferences in the field of batteries - 
LABAT and has a team of highly qualified specialists working in the field of batteries and 
electrochemical industries.  
 
The history of IEES in the 80s of the 20th century is connected with the development and 
production of lithium batteries and Zinc-Air batteries in the Musala plant, Samokov. 
 
At the time, Bulgaria was among the 6 countries in the world training highly qualified personnel 
and having its own know-how and production lines for lithium battery systems. IEES is currently 
working on improving the existing electrochemical systems and at the same time developing new 
technologies, e.g. the Magnesium-Air system, which may replace some of the conventional type 
batteries in the next 20 years. IEES is also involved in the development of fuel cells used to 
generate electricity from hydrogen in Bulgaria and is a co-founder of the Bulgarian Hydrogen 
Society.  
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Two universities in Bulgaria train specialists in the field of electrochemical power sources - 
University of Chemical Technology and Metallurgy (UCTM, Sofia) and Technical University (TU, 
Sofia). 
 
 
 

1.5 CHEMICAL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS 
 
 
In these energy storage systems, electricity is converted into chemical energy. Chemical energy 
storage systems include systems for the production of hydrogen by electrolysis of water or by 
electrochemical production from hydrocarbons. This type of systems are with TRL of 8-9. 
 

1.5.1 HYDROGEN PRODUCTION BY ELECTROLYSIS OF WATER 

 
An electrolyzer is used to separate water into hydrogen and oxygen. In 
essence, it is a device that converts electrical energy into chemical energy. In 
the case of using hydrogen as a storage for renewables-produced electricity, 
the electricity obtained from renewable energy sources is used to separate the 
final product (water) into its constituent parts. Water electrolysis is a process 
with a relatively high efficiency of over 60%. 
 

 
 
 

The main disadvantage in the production of 
hydrogen by electrolysis of water is the use of 
precious metals (platinum, iridium, 
ruthenium, palladium) as catalysts. This 
increases the cost of extraction and currently 
limits the mass penetration of technology. 

 
 

Figure 11. Scheme of an electrolyzer for electrolysis of water. Source: Ilian Popov (own work) 
 
However, as an energy storage technology, hydrogen has extreme flexibility in use: it can be used 
as a fuel or converted back into electricity, and it can also become an integral part of the 
production of other energy carriers and synfuels such as ammonia. That is why the rapid 
development of technology is expected in the next decade. 
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1.6 COMPARISON OF MODERN APPLICATIONS OF ENERGY 
STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES 

 
Energy storage technologies are key to making the transition to decarbonised and clean energy. 
Today, they are used in three main areas: energy, transport and consumer electronics. 
 
Energy storage at the electricity system level will play a significant role in the future development 
of energy based on renewable energy sources, on the one hand allowing us to make the best use 
of the full capacity of these facilities and, on the other hand, providing ancillary services to the grid 
(e.g. balancing power, frequency and voltage control, "black start", etc). 
 

 
 
 
“Behind the meter” energy storage technologies improve the quality characteristics of electricity 
and provide a higher degree of reliability in systems for own consumption. 
 
Energy storage technologies are also a key element for the sectoral integration of energy and 
transport through electric mobility. In the longer term, the integration of these two sectors will 
reduce costs in the system and help reduce emissions from both sectors. 
 
Transport is responsible for almost a quarter of greenhouse gas emissions in the European Union. 
The Green Deal package has a very ambitious goal of reducing these emissions by as much as 90% 
by 2050. Along with other low-carbon options such as hydrogen and advanced biofuels, the wider 
penetration of electric vehicles is a prerequisite for achieving near-zero emissions in the sector. 
 
Consumer electronics is also a major market and engine of innovation for energy storage systems. 
In the table that follows, we have summarized the application of each of the considered 
technologies for the electrical network, behind the electricity meter, in transport or in consumer 
electronics. 
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Table 5. Comparison of modern applications of energy storage technologies 
 

Energy storage technology Applications 

 
Consumer 
electronics 

Transport 
Electricity 
grid 

Behind the 
meter (self-
consumption) 

TRL 

PHS No No Yes No 9 

CAES No No Yes No 9 

Flywheel No Yes Yes No 9 

Molten salts No No Yes No 9 

Adiabatic CAES No No Yes No 9 

Supercapacitors Yes Yes Yes Yes 9 

SMES No No Yes No 9 

Lead-acid batteries No Yes Yes Yes 9 

NiCad batteries Yes Yes Yes Yes 9 

Nickel–metal hydride battery Yes Yes Yes Yes 9 

LI-ion batteries Yes Yes Yes Yes 9 

Redox flow batteries No No Yes No 9 

Fuel cells Yes Yes Yes Yes 8-9 

Metal-Air batteries Yes Yes Yes Yes 3-6 

Hydrogen No Yes Yes Yes 9 
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2. STATE OF THE ART APPLICATIONS OF ENERGY 
STORAGE – CASE STUDIES  

 
Commercially available energy storage technologies currently find application either as stationary 
energy storage systems (mostly related to grid services or RES integration) or in transportation 
(electric vehicles). 

By 2030, the global stationary and transportation energy storage markets 
are estimated to grow 2.5–4 terawatt-hours (TWh) annually, approximately 
three to five times the current 800-gigawatt-hour (GWh) market. 

Electrified powertrains (i.e., onboard energy storage) have gained greater 
acceptance and have transitioned mobility to the largest single demand for 
energy storage, representing approximately five to ten times greater usage 

by energy capacity than stationary energy storage. The convergence of electrified 
transportation, a rapid decrease in battery storage costs, and increased variable renewable 
generation has led to a surge in research and market deployments of energy storage across the 
global electric and transportation sectors. Although once considered the missing link for high 
levels of grid-tied renewable electricity, stationary energy storage is no longer seen as a barrier, 
but rather a real opportunity to identify the most cost-effective technologies for increasing grid 
reliability, resilience, and demand management6.  (U.S. Department of Energy, 2020) 
 
 
 

2.1 STATIONARY ENERGY STORAGE  
 
 
The existing capacity in stationary energy storage is dominated by pumped-storage hydropower 
(PHS), but because of decreasing prices, new projects are generally lithium-ion (Li-ion) or redox 
flow batteries. 
 
This market is generally separated into two branches, Front-of-Meter (FTM) and Behind-the-Meter 
(BTM). The FTM sector focuses on the operation of the electricity grid where energy storage 
systems are employed to maintain a smooth and continuous flow of electricity to the consumers. 
The BTM market instead is the customer side of the market where batteries are used by consumers 
mainly to decrease electricity costs as well as to improve the reliability of RES systems for own 
consumption. 
 
The main services that energy storage systems can provide in FTM and BTM applications are 
summarized in Table 6. 
  

 
6 U.S. Department of Energy, 2020, “Energy Storage Grand Challenge: Energy Storage Market Report”, 2020, NREL/TP-5400-78461, 

DOE/GO-102020-5497, Available at: 

https://www.energy.gov/sites/default/files/2020/12/f81/Energy%20Storage%20Market%20Report%202020_0.pdf   

https://www.energy.gov/sites/default/files/2020/12/f81/Energy%20Storage%20Market%20Report%202020_0.pdf
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Table 6. Stationary energy storage applications 
 

Category Service Description 

FTM  Ancillary services 

Provision or absorption of power to maintain 
supply and demand and thus the frequency of the 
grid: 

- frequency regulation  
- spinning, non-spinning and supplemental 

reserves 
- voltage support 
- reactive power compensation 
- black start 

FTM Peaking capacity 
Provision of capacity to meet system maximum 
demand. 

FTM/BTM Energy shifting (arbitrage) 

Energy storage system is charged when market 
selling prices are low оr with otherwise clipped 
energy and discharged to meet demand, sell at 
higher prices and/or smooth the production curve.  

Renewable energy assets coupled with storage 
essentially become dispatchable generation 
assets. 

FTM  Transmission infrastructure services 
Transmission congestion relief 
Transmission upgrade deferral 

FTM Distribution infrastructure services 
Voltage support 
Distribution upgrade deferral 

BTM C&I / Residential energy storage 

Energy storage that is used to increase the rate of 
self-consumption of a PV system from a 
commercial/industrial customer or residential 
customers 

BTM Self-balancing portfolio optimization 

Balance responsible parties (BRPs) and distribution 
system operators (DSOs) could use energy storage 
to reduce imbalance within the portfolio under 
management to avoid imbalance charges. The BRP 
does not actively bid on the imbalance market 
using its load flexibility but uses it within its own 
portfolio. 

 
By 2030, annual global deployments of stationary storage (excluding PSH) are 
projected to exceed 300 GWh, representing a 27% compound annual growth 
rate (CAGR) for grid-related storage and an 8% CAGR for use in industrial 
applications such as warehouse logistics and data centers7. (U.S Department of 
Energy, 2020) 
 
 

 
7 U.S. Department of Energy, 2020, “Energy Storage Grand Challenge: Energy Storage Market Report”, 2020, NREL/TP-5400-78461, 

DOE/GO-102020-5497 Available at: 

https://www.energy.gov/sites/default/files/2020/12/f81/Energy%20Storage%20Market%20Report%202020_0.pdf   

https://www.energy.gov/sites/default/files/2020/12/f81/Energy%20Storage%20Market%20Report%202020_0.pdf
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According to a forecast from research company BloombergNEF (BNEF), stationary energy storage 
installations around the world will multiply exponentially, from a modest 9GW/17GWh deployed 
as of 2018 to 1,095GW/2,850GWh by 20408. See figure 12 for a more granular view on the markets 
that will drive this growth. 
 

 

Figure 12. Global projected grid-related annual deployments by application (2015–2030). 
Bloomberg New Energy Finance, "2019 Long-Term Energy Storage Outlook," 2019. 
 
This 122-fold boom of stationary energy storage over the next two decades will 
require USD 662 billion of investment, according to BNEF estimates. It will be 
made possible by further sharp declines in the cost of lithium-ion batteries, on 
top of an 85% reduction already achieved in the 2010-18 period. (BNEF, 2019) 
 
 
 
Zooming in on Europe, the fifth edition of the European Market Monitor on Energy Storage 
(EMMES)9   notes that the European annual energy storage market grew to 1.7 GWh in 2020, with a 
cumulative installed base of 5.4 GWh across all segments, and forecasts that the total annual 
energy storage market in Europe will reach 3,000 MWh in 2021, almost double the annual storage 
deployments seen in 2020. The report highlights the strong performance of the front-of-meter 
market across Europe in 2020, with new balancing and ancillary services in countries such as Italy, 
the UK and the Nordic region supporting demand for grid-level storage projects of increasing 
duration.   

 
8 BNEF’s Energy Storage Outlook, published in July 2019.  
9 The analysis in EMMES 5 .0 (published in March 2021) focuses on stationary electrical, electrochemical and mechanical storage 
(with the exception of pumped hydro storage). EMMES is produced by leading new energy research consultancy Delta-EE, in close 
partnership with EASE (European Association for Storage of Energy) 
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Behind the meter, however, the residential and commercial and industrial (C&I) sectors felt the 
impact of the pandemic much harder, with onsite installations inhibited by lockdowns. The report 
expects these sectors to recover as the pandemic abates, but also that they will be boosted by 
COVID recovery. The EUR 1.8 trillion EU COVID-19 Recovery Plan is expected to deliver significant 
public investment into clean energy technologies, including storage. 
 
The European Parliament has called on the Commission to develop a new comprehensive EU 
energy storage strategy which could create new market incentives and help accelerate recovery. 
 
Following are some case studies for FTM and BTM energy storage systems that can be applied to 
support the energy transition in Bulgaria too. 
 
 

2.1.1 GRID MANAGEMENT – FRONT OF THE METER (FTM) 
 

Case study: The sonnenCommunity – solar plus storage in a virtual power 
plant  

The sonnenCommunity is an aggregator in Germany, managing around 10 000 
customers with battery storage, solar PV generation or both. Launched in 2015, 
the sonnenCommunity was used mostly for peer-to-peer trading within the 
virtual power plant. In 2017, the virtual power plant became available to the 

power grid to provide frequency regulation. Compared to other alternatives, such as pumped 
hydropower storage, this distributed “virtual” storage resource can react very quickly (sub-second), 
making it a great provider of primary frequency services (sonnenCommunity, 2018). Typically, 
members of the sonnenCommunity can cover 80% of their electricity needs by utilising power 
from their own solar and/or battery systems. The remainder is purchased from the grid. 
 
In 2016, measures to manage grid congestion cost Germany around EUR 800 million, a large part 
of which was for wind curtailment. Re-dispatch measures are necessary in the country, where the 
wind energy produced in the north cannot be transported to the industrial centres located in the 
south. 
 
In response, in 2017 sonnen partnered with the German grid operator TenneT to launch the pilot 
project sonnen eServices. This project integrated batteries into the power system via a blockchain 
solution (developed by IBM). In this pilot project, a network of residential solar batteries was made 
available to help reduce the limitations imposed on wind energy at times of insufficient transport 
capacity. 

Case study: Off-grid systems as a laboratory for future smart grids 

In remote areas where there is no electricity grid or where power line 
infrastructure is becoming prohibitively expensive to maintain (remote areas 
with few customers), micro and mini-grids can provide reliable power supply, 
even in harsh ambient conditions. 

One of the biggest such mini grids in Western Africa has been developed and 
manufactured by IPS International Power Supply (IPS), a Bulgarian company with more than 30 
years of experience in manufacturing energy conversion systems and turn-key power solutions.  

https://sonnengroup.com/sonnencommunity/
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One of the biggest such mini grids in 
Western Africa has been developed 
and manufactured by IPS International 
Power Supply (IPS), a Bulgarian 
company with more than 30 years of 
experience in manufacturing energy 
conversion systems and turn-key 
power solutions.  

Bayero University, Kano – 
Nigeria, Photo credit: IPS  

 
 
The solar plus storage power plant now enables +55 000 students and +3 000 staff of a university 
on Kano, North Nigeria to have access to clean and reliable electricity supply.  
The provided turn-key decentralized power solution with a total output power of 600 kVA was a 
key experimental case to integrate the latest technologies of monitoring, supply and demand 
control, predictability of power resources and integration in a complex grid with numerous 
transformers stations. 
 
The conventional grid has been deployed with a unidirectional flow energy coming from power 
plants distributed through long overhead lines up to the main cities and urban conglomerates. 
With the advance of distributed renewable energy generation, micro and mini-grids, incorporating 
energy storage may prove to be the new normal as they have several advantages: 
 

 Reducing technical losses for electricity transportation 
Those losses are due to energy dissipated in the conductors, equipment used for 
transmission and distribution lines. Depending on the network characteristics, these can 
reach up to 15-20%. With distributed RES plus storage and smart energy management 
systems, technical losses are significantly cut and energy flow control is maintained 
within the limits of voltage and frequency variations. 

 
 Ancillary services 

The complexity of an electricity system, powered by renewables makes storage systems 
integral in supporting the grid’s stability, reliability and efficiency by providing ancillary 
services such as operating reserves, reactive power compensation, frequency and 
voltage control. 

 
 Absorb fluctuations of renewable power generations 

Energy storage is key for smoothing the power production curve of renewable 
generation and matching it with the demand.  

 
The latter brings us to the Behind the meter applications. 
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2.1.2 RES INTEGRATION – BEHIND THE METER (BTM) 

 

Case study: Black Sea resort launches solar plus storage pilot 

Albena is a tourist resort situated on the Black Sea in northeastern Bulgaria. 
The resort has more than 40 hotels and because of this scale it also manages its 
own medium voltage grid. Albena recently made the first steps towards 
intelligent grids as a partner in the Horizon 2020 INVADE 10project. 
 

As part of the project, Albena acquired a battery storage system with a capacity of 201 kWh, 
installed a 27kWp PV system and made small upgrades to 2 of its hotels’ boiler stations.  The pilot 
hotel also had its own 300m² solar thermal station already installed as well as full energy 
monitoring system functioning on site.  
 
The pilot INVADE project aimed to present 
a working model for utilizing the potential 
of solar energy in tourist services by 
combining photovoltaic and solar thermal 
technologies with energy storage and 
gaining experience in modern energy 
management strategies to improve 
operation of energy infrastructure, reduce 
power peak consumption while increasing 
the share of renewable energy used and 
lowering CO2 emissions. 
 
The PV system covers most of the daily electricity demand on site. As the daily electricity load 
curve is quite similar to the power generation profile, the PV system allows for reducing the used 
grid peak power while increasing the percentage of used renewable energy. Electricity energy 
storage helps to balance the power generation of the PV system, as well as to store surplus energy 
for evening peak power demand ensuring constant grid load. 
 
Thanks to the energy storage component, local peak power loads at the transformer station are 
also avoided, and the power quality and system reliability are thus improved and costs for 
imbalance are avoided. 
 
The initial project was implemented at the Flamingo Grand hotel, but results have exceeded 
expectations and Albena decided to extend the scope of the project to 2 further hotels – Paradise 
Blue and Borjana, paving the way for Albena to be part of a local electrical system as a large 
prosumer. 
 
While Bulgarian households and businesses are yet to join the prosumer revolution due to lagging 
regulatory framework, a Bulgarian company is already well placed to serve this market. 
  

 
10 Smart system of renewable energy storage based on INtegrated EVs and bAtteries to empower mobile, distributed and 
centralised Energy storage in the distribution grid, https://h2020invade.eu/  

https://h2020invade.eu/
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Case study: PV+ storage for self-consumption in C&I/residential properties 

Power prices on the free market (where all businesses buy power) in Bulgaria 
are currently among the highest in the region and coupled with the sustained 
reduction in prices of both PV and storage systems, many business owners of 
commercial & industrial properties are choosing to invest in PV system for self-
consumption, sometimes co-located with an energy storage system. 

 
Bulgarian BTM solutions provider IPS tells us how business and residential owners can benefit from 
such an investment. 
 
Electricity demand patterns may differ significantly, especially in households, which is why a 
smartly designed solar + storage system may increase the self-consumption rate, thus increasing 
savings on electricity bills and speeding up the payback of the investment. 
 
As shown on the graphic below, an energy storage system helps match the generation to 
consumption, making the best use of the renewable energy resource available. 
 

 

Figure 13. One typical day of a solar+storage system. Photo credit: IPS/Exeron 
 
On top of the advantages described above, the C&I sector may additionally benefit from: 
 

 Reduction of reactive power. The industry use of motors and machines creates reactive 
power which can be costly due to tariffs applied by the electric companies. Conventional 
solutions like capacitors can be eliminated thanks to the capacity of the solar systems to 
absorb the reactive power. IPS’s EXERON topology, for example, is designed to absorb only 
active power from the grid with an average power factor of 0.99. Such installations 
worldwide, including several installations in South Africa, Nigeria, Serbia, Kosovo, Bulgaria, 
Indonesia, and Australia have shown an effective improvement in the grid quality from the 
user’s point of view.  
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 Peak shaving features. Some appliances used in the industry have big inrush currents for 
very short times. At the same time, exceeding the power limit agreed with the electricity 
company can carry consequences like economic fines. When storage is integrated in the 
solar system, the peaks can be absorbed by the batteries to ensure the minimal cost of the 
bill. IPS experience ranges different applications, but Telecommunications is a key sector 
that required to reduce its Operating Expenditures (OPEX) due to specific peaks when there 
is a high demand on calls. 

 Sustainable brand image. Solar systems are a visible sign that a company is committed to 
sustainability and a clean energy future. Such signal can attract potential customers that 
care about climate change and green products. IPS notes that it strongly believes in the 
need to shift our source of energy to a more sustainable and greener resources, too. The 
current factory of IPS in Bulgaria is being planned to be the first 100% green power and self-
sustained factory plant in Europe. 

 

 
 

2.2 ENERGY STORAGE IN TRANSPORTATION 
 
Transportation has two major sectors: (1) mobility as either electric vehicles (xEVs) or fuel cell 
electric  vehicles (FCEVs) and (2) starting, lighting, and ignition (SLI). The applications associated 
with each sector are further described in Table 7. 
 
Table 7. Application of energy storage in the sectors of transportation 
 

Application Sector Application Description 

Mobility- battery storage 

Electric vehicles (light-duty, medium-duty, and 
heavy-duty) 

Battery electric vehicle 

Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle 

Hybrid electric vehicle 

Mobility- hydrogen storage 
Hydrogen storage on FCEVs (light-duty, medium-
duty, and heavy-duty) 

SLI-starting, lighting and ignition 
Batteries in cars, trucks, boats and other internal 
combustion motorized vehicles 

Electric vehicles can contribute to the decarbonisation of the transport sector if they are powered 
with electricity from renewable sources.  

Electric vehicles, which are equipped with a large battery, can also help to stabilise the electricity 
system, using vehicle-to-grid technology. With this approach, vehicles would be charged when 
electricity is cheap and abundant, thus preventing the curtailment of surplus renewable power. In 
times of high electricity demand and high prices, they would feed electricity back into the grid. 
They could also help to stabilise grid voltage and frequency by reacting quickly to any changes. 

The owners of electric vehicles could participate in the electricity market and be paid for electricity 
fed into the grid and for network services.  
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3. POLICY & REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR 
ENERGY STORAGE DEVELOPMENT IN 
BULGARIA  

 
 
 

3.1 EUROPEAN POLICY AS A DRIVER FOR ENERGY STORAGE UPTAKE  
 
The EU’s energy and climate policies have become increasingly ambitious over the years.  
Since the Climate and Energy Package, more widely known as the ‘20-20-20’ targets, was agreed in 
2007, the EU has issued a host of strategies and policies to support the development of a low-
carbon energy system, making the bloc a major driver of demand for energy storage and the 
integration of RES in Europe and Bulgaria in particular. 

In February 2015, the EU launched its Energy Union strategy, set to align its energy and climate 
policy and make the use of energy more secure, affordable and sustainable. To implement the 
goals of the Energy Union and to advance the energy transition, the EU issued in July 2015 a 
legislative proposal to review the EU Emission Trading Scheme for the period 2021-2030. This was 
followed by the “Clean Energy for All Europeans” package in November 2016. The package consists 
of numerous communications, preparatory documents, reports and non-legislative initiatives. 
However, the eight main legislative files are: 

 Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EU) 2018/844; 

 Renewable Energy Directive (EU) 2018/2001; 

 Energy Efficiency Directive (EU) 2018/2002; 

 Governance of the Energy Union and Climate Action Regulation (EU) 2018/1999; 

 Electricity Regulation (EU) 2019/943; 

 Electricity Directive (EU) 2019/944; 

 Regulation on Risk-Preparedness in the Electricity Sector (EU) 2019/941; and 

 Regulation on the European Union Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (EU) 
2019/942. 

One of the key objectives of the Clean Energy Package is to put consumers at the heart of the 
energy transition. To facilitate this goal, the new Renewable Energy Directive gives citizens, who 
produce their own renewable energy, a clear right to consume, store or sell their generated energy, 
including through power purchase agreements. Further, the Directive enables participation in so 
called renewable energy communities. These communities are autonomous legal entities based 
on open and voluntary participation with the purpose of providing environmental, economic or 
social community benefits for its shareholders or members rather than financial profits. Like 
individual citizens, such communities are entitled to generate, consume, store and sell renewable 
energy11. (Lang, Holtermann and Büscher, 2019)   

 
11 Lang, M., Holtermann, A., Büscher, B., Bird & Bird, 2019, Clean energy for all Europeans - An overview, Available at: 
https://www.twobirds.com/en/news/articles/2019/global/clean-energy-for-all-europeans---an-overview  

https://www.twobirds.com/en/news/articles/2019/global/clean-energy-for-all-europeans---an-overview
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The aspects of the package specifically touching on energy storage, as well as 
other barriers affecting the energy storage business case, were addressed by 
the Commission in a Staff Working Document – Energy storage – the role of 
electricity issued in February 201712 (European Commission, 2017) . The paper 
highlighted the need to consider storage holistically, in various policy areas 
(energy, climate, environmental, fiscal) rather than developing a specific 
regulation targeted at storage. 

To this point, the Electricity Directive (EU) 2019/944 and Electricity Regulation (EU) 2019/943 are 
the two pieces of legislation that directly address energy storage as an integral part of the 
electricity market. 
  

Article 2 of the Electricity Directive defines energy storage in electricity systems 
as deferring the final use of electricity to a moment later than when it was 
generated, or the conversion of electrical energy into a form of energy which 
can be stored, the storing of such energy, and the subsequent reconversion of 
such energy into electrical energy or use as another energy carrier. 
 
 

The directive has intentionally adopted a wide definition of “energy storage”, encompassing both 
reconversion to electricity or conversion into another energy carrier. Energy storage is also 
recognized as a distinct asset class, separate from generation. 

The development and operation of storage facilities is promoted in the Directive as a commercial 
activity to be performed by market parties other than regulated entities. 

Thus, storage operators should be allowed to provide multiple services to system operators, e.g. 
congestion management to a distribution system operator (DSO) and balancing to transmission 
system operator (TSO). Storage operators should also be allowed to participate in other 
commercial activities, and to be remunerated for their contribution to decarbonisation of other 
economic sectors. 

Though TSOs and DSOs are generally not allowed to own and operate storage facilities themselves, 
Member States and respective energy regulators may allow it based on specific circumstances 
(Art.36, Art. 54). 
Article 15 of the Directive also specifically notes that: 
 

Member States shall ensure that active customers that own an energy 
storage facility: 
(a) have the right to a grid connection within a reasonable time after the 
request, provided that all necessary conditions, such as balancing 
responsibility and adequate metering, are fulfilled; 
(b) are not subject to any double charges, including network charges, for 

stored electricity remaining within their premises or when providing flexibility services to system 
operators; 
(c) are not subject to disproportionate licensing requirements or fees; 
(d) are allowed to provide several services simultaneously, if technically feasible.  

 
12 European Commission, 2017, Commission staff working document, Energy Storage – the Role of Electricity,Available at: 
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/swd2017_61_document_travail_service_part1_v6.pdf  

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/swd2017_61_document_travail_service_part1_v6.pdf
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Building on the Directive, the Regulation on the Internal Market for Electricity sets principles for 
well-functioning, integrated electricity markets, which allow non-discriminatory market access for 
providers of demand response and energy storage services. Disproportionate grid infrastructure 
should not be built where other alternatives, including storage, provide a better economic option. 
Member States are also encouraged to incentivise distribution system operators to procure 
flexibility services, including storage services.  
 
Driven by the above policies, a limited number of Member States have implemented direct 
investment support schemes for energy storage, generally aimed at small systems (usually home 
batteries). A few more countries (Italy, the United Kingdom, Portugal, Ireland), have revised 
capacity markets rules to allow energy storage operators to compete for contracts on a more equal 
footing with power generators. 
 
However, unfavourable conditions or barriers to the development and financing of energy storage 
projects often still prevail, especially in the Eastern European countries. Some Member States 
(including Bulgaria) have not even transposed the Clean Energy Package into national legislation 
yet and barriers to the truly non-discriminatory market access for providers of energy storage 
services still need to be addressed. 
 
Meanwhile, the efforts to improve the strategic policy framework on European level are picking up 
the pace. One of the Commission’s most eagerly awaited policy proposals concerning energy 
storage technologies were the Energy System Integration Strategy13 and the Hydrogen Strategy14, 
released in July 2020 and approved by the European Parliament in March 2021. Both strategies are 
positive for storage, supporting the deployment of all types of energy storage projects across the 
EU, including power-to-x and thermal storage.  
 
Declining costs for renewable energy technologies, market developments, 
rapid innovation regarding storage systems, electric vehicles, as well as 
digitalization are all factors leading naturally towards greater energy system 
integration in Europe, the Energy System Integration Strategy reads. (European 
Commission, 2020) 
 
This strategy identifies six pillars where coordinated measures are outlined to address existing 
barriers for energy system integration. “Accelerating the electrification of energy demand, building 
on a largely renewables-based power system” is one of them.  
 

 
 
By 2030, the share of renewable energy in the electricity mix should double 
to 55-60%, and projections show a share of around 84% by 2050.  
 
 
  

 
13 European Commission, 2020, “Powering a climate-neutral economy: An EU Strategy for Energy System Integration”, Available at: 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=COM:2020:299:FIN  
14  European Commission, 2020, “A hydrogen strategy for a climate-neutral Europe”, Available at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52020DC0301 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=COM:2020:299:FIN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52020DC0301
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52020DC0301
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In the short term, the Commission will use the new recovery instrument Next 
Generation EU to support the continued deployment of renewable energy. It will also 
assess opportunities to channel EU funds through, or in combination with, the new EU 
renewable energy financing mechanism. In the long term, this scale of electrification 
will present challenges for the management of the electricity system and will require 
the deployment of storage and other flexibility options which is why the Commission 
commits to support the uptake of energy storage through full implementation of the 
Clean Energy Package and in the upcoming legislative reviews, including the review 
of the TEN-E Regulation. 

 

The Hydrogen Strategy points out that There are many reasons why hydrogen 
is a key priority to achieve the European Green Deal and Europe’s clean 
energy transition. 

Hydrogen produced through electrolysis using renewable electricity can play a 
particularly important “nodal” role in an integrated energy system, where it can 
help integrate large shares of variable renewable generation, by offloading 
grids in times of abundant supply, and providing long term storage to the energy system. It can also 
allow local renewable electricity production to be used in a range of additional applications, 
including some carbon intensive industrial processes, such as in the steel or chemical sectors. 
(European Commission, 2020) 
 

In order to implement the ambition of the European Green Deal and building on the 
Commission’s New Industrial Strategy for Europe and its recovery plan, the Hydrogen 
Strategy communication sets out a vision of how the EU can turn clean hydrogen into a 
viable solution to decarbonise different sectors over time, installing at least 6 GW of 
renewable hydrogen electrolysers in the EU by 2024 and 40 GW of renewable 
hydrogen electrolysers by 2030. 

 

Use of hydrogen in the transport sector was further detailed in the ‘Sustainable and Smart Mobility 
Strategy15(European Commission, 2020) , presented in December 2020, together with an Action 
Plan of 82 initiatives to guide EC’s work for the next four years. 

In parallel with discussions on the EU Green Deal and COVID-19 related recovery packages, the EU 
has also begun a comprehensive review of relevant EU legislation to determine to what extent 
amendment or additional legislation will be necessary to make the EU carbon neutral by 2050. This 
review is expected to be finalised in the second half of 2021. For storage, in particular, much is 
expected from the revision of the Taxation Directive, the Batteries Regulation, the Renewable 
Energy Directive, the TEN-E Regulation and State Aid Guidelines. These changes are expected to 
create a true level playing field for storage technologies and provide the necessary guidance for 
additional or amended national legislation in member states16( Emmett and Leeuwen, 2021). 
Against this backdrop, the current legal and regulatory framework applicable to energy storage in 
Bulgaria offers a stark contrast.  

 
15 European Commission, 2020, Sustainable and Smart Mobility Strategy – putting European transport on track for the future, 
Available at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52020DC0789 
16 Emmett, K. , Leeuwen,M.,  2021, “Energy storage and the EU Green Deal” , Available at: 
https://www.nortonrosefulbright.com/en-gb/knowledge/publications/a1e20c36/energy-storage-and-the-eu-green-deal 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52020DC0789
https://www.nortonrosefulbright.com/en-gb/knowledge/publications/a1e20c36/energy-storage-and-the-eu-green-deal
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3.2 POLICY AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR ENERGY STORAGE 
IN BULGARIA 

 
Historically, energy legislation and grid codes were written with thermal plants in mind. In Bulgaria, 
this is still very much the case as the country is seriously lagging with the implementation of the 
Clean Energy package and the energy system is still heavily dependent on fossil fuels. 
 
Some of the Electricity Directive’s key rules, like the definition for energy storage in Article 2 of the 
Directive and the principle of no double grid charges have been introduced in Bulgaria via the 
latest revision of the Electricity Trading Rules in May 2020. (Art. 29, Art. 31). However, the overall 
regulatory framework still favours generation technologies of the last century, i.e. centralised, 
large-scale fossil fuel power plants with limited participation of consumers.  
 

Market signals and policy to support the development of storage in Bulgaria 
are currently severely lacking, is the unanimous conclusion of all responders to 
a survey APSTE carried out among energy sector professionals. The regulatory 
framework is still highly complex. Patchy updates of regulations (like the 
Electricity Trading Rules cited above) have been made to allow for energy 
storage, but there is no legal framework designed to support its development. 

 
The grid code still does not mention storage other than pumped hydro power stations and most of 
the rules for balancing energy and ancillary services procurement still explicitly refer to generation 
assets of either thermal or hydro power. This makes private investing in new storage facilities in 
Bulgaria quite challenging and perceived as high risk since it requires a case-by case consideration, 
especially when considering the fact that to be profitable as a stand-alone investment, the storage 
system will need to be operated in multi-use scenarios to stack revenue streams. 
 
The lack of a clear commitment to the energy transition and climate neutrality by 2050 in the 
overarching energy policy is also not helping, though the latest strategic documents on energy 
policy, like the 10-year national energy and climate plan (NECP), offer a glimpse of optimism in that 
direction.  
 
 

3.2.1 NATIONAL ENERGY AND CLIMATE PLAN (NECP) 
 
EU legislation required each Member State to adopt a 10-year national energy and climate plan, to 
map out how they will contribute to the Union’s binding climate and energy targets for 2030. The 
NECP submitted by Bulgaria foresees the following objectives, targets and expected contribution: 
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Table 8. Bulgaria’s National Energy and Climate Plan- targets for 2030 

 

Source:European Commission, energy statistics, Energy datasheets: EU countries; European 
Semester by country, Bulgaria’s final national energy and climate plan 
 
The plan is minimally ambitious with regards to increasing the share of renewable energy in the 
mix and is sending incoherent signals regarding the country’s commitment to a just transition away 
from fossil fuels.  
 

Surprisingly, it still relies heavily on coal, gas and nuclear for the country’s 
energy mix for 2030. At the same time, it projects no further state support for 
coal power station beyond 2025. The share of coal in the country’s electricity 
generation is projected to fall from the current 45% to 30% by 2030 and to 
15% by 2035. 
 
At the same time, planned increase in the country’s renewable energy 

generating capacities is far from ambitious. In the ten-year period, Bulgaria aims at lifting the 
installed renewable power capacity by only 2,645 MW, driven mainly by a 2,174 MW increase in 
solar PV and only 249 MW in wind power and 221 MW of biomass or waste to energy. The 
introduction of tenders for capacities is under consideration but no clear timeline or detail is 
presented. 
 
Other electricity market-related objectives such as non-discriminatory participation of renewable 
energy, demand response and storage, including via aggregation, remain generic, lacking 
substantial information on planned supportive policy measures and timeframes for 
implementation. 
  

https://balkangreenenergynews.com/bulgarias-necp-eur-42-7-billion-in-investment-needed-to-meet-2030-goals/
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With regards to energy storage, the announced commitments are the following: 
 

 EUR 220 million to be invested in the Yadenitsa Dam pumped hydro storage plant, which is 
a project of common economic interest co-financed by the Connecting Europe Facility 
(CEF). (see Chapter 1, point 1.2.2 for detailed project description) 

 EUR 200 million to be invested in frequency regulation batteries with a total capacity of 180 
MW  

 Approximately EUR 200 million is to be invested in new energy sources combined with 
electricity storage facilities, taking into account the most appropriate technological solution 
for each project (approximately 200 MW in total) 

 
Bulgaria’s NECP also notably includes a 2030 target for renewable electricity-based hydrogen 
consumption of 32 GWh in the transport sector. The country expects around 47 GWh of electricity 
from renewable sources to be used to produce renewable hydrogen by 2030. A pilot project for 
hydrogen production with a total installed capacity of 20 MW is planned and based on project 
results, an analysis of the further development of hydrogen power plants after 2030 will be 
conducted. 
 
Regarding renewable energy self-consumption and renewable energy communities – a key market 
for energy storage technologies, the final NECP still provides no details on the form of support it 
intends to provide. It only refers in general terms to unspecified legislative changes that should be 
made to optimise the current regulatory framework and to regulate the rights of self-consumers in 
a more satisfactory way with a view to encouraging and facilitating the development of self-
consumption of renewable energy. Policies and measures on flexibility and non-discriminatory 
participation of new market participants still fall short of clear legislative and regulatory steps. 
Moreover, there is no timetable for implementation. The NECP also lacks a detailed plan and 
timetables for key enablers of a storage market development in Bulgaria like the rollout of smart 
meters in electricity and gas markets or concrete measures for encouraging non-discriminatory 
participation of renewable energy; demand response and storage, including storage via 
aggregation. 
 
 

3.2.2 DRAFT SUSTAINABLE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY TO 2030 WITH A 
HORIZON TO 2050 

 
A draft of Bulgaria’s Sustainable Energy Development Strategy to 2030 with a horizon to 2050 was 
released for public consultation in February 2021. 

Nuclear and thermal power are projected to keep their leading positions in the energy mix all the 
way till 2050, although coal will step down to make room for natural gas. Hydrogen is underlined 
as an energy carrier that has many applications in the industry and adapting the existing gas 
transmission infrastructure for mixing hydrogen with natural gas is seen as an important step 
towards decarbonization of the energy sector. 

Though emphasizing the development of renewable energy sources and economy decarbonization 
in three of its five goals, the strategy does not elaborate on energy storage development roadmap 
in the country beyond underlying that finding new storage solutions is key to achieving a carbon 
neutral energy system.  
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In essence, it repeats renewable energy targets and storage investment plans as already outlined in 
the NECP and offers no new or complementary policies in support of a truly sustainable 
development of the energy sector. 
 
The strategy only adds that: conditions will be created for consumers, in particular household 
consumers, to have the right to participate in renewable energy communities which can produce, 
consume, store or sell energy from renewable sources, but gives no details as to how these 
conditions will be created. 
 
The final version of the strategy will likely be adopted by the end of the year, hopefully integrating 
comments received by industry and citizen associations during the public consultation that more 
details are needed with respect to concrete policy measures and projects related to energy 
storage. The Ministry of Energy will report on the strategy implementation every two years and 
suggest update and adaptation of goals and policies, if needed. 
 
The draft of the National Resilience and Recovery Plan, also released in February 2021 and further 
revised in April 2021, is perhaps the document that so far offers the most granular view of planned 
policy reforms and investments related to the energy transition in Bulgaria.  
 
 

3.2.3 NATIONAL RESILIENCE AND RECOVERY PLAN 
 
Bulgaria is set to receive around EUR 6 billion in grants from the Recovery and Resilience Facility. In 
addition, it can access loans worth EUR 4.5 billion. The Bulgarian government that prepared the 
first version of the plan has stated that, given the high level of public debt, the country will seek to 
use the maximum amount of the grant component and minimize the use of loans. The caretaker 
government which revised the initialplan and published an updated draft version in July, has stayed 
within these limits too17. 
 
The plan is built around four pillars: Innovation, Climate transition and nature protection, 
Connectivity and Social Fairness, further developed in twelve priority areas as listed in Table 9. 
 
Table 9. Pillars and priority areas of Bulgarian National Resilience and Recovery Plan as well as the 
respective share in NRRP financing 18 
 

INNOVATIVE Bulgaria 
– 27.4% 

GREEN Bulgaria 
– 36.8% 

CONNECTED Bulgaria 
– 17.8% 

FAIR Bulgaria 
– 18 % 

Education and skills Low-carbon economy Digital connectivity Business environment 

Research and 
innovation 

Biodiversity Transport connectivity Social inclusion 

Intelligent industry Sustainable agriculture Local development Healthcare 

  

 
17 The analysis is based on the drafts released by July 2021.  
18 As outlined in the draft, published in July 2021. 
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The document has had so far 4 draft 
versions. The latest revision, adding 11 
new projects and 7 new reforms, was 
prepared by the caretaker government 
and published on July 20, 2021.  
The document boldly states that “The 
Green Transition is at the forefront of the 
Recovery and Resilience Plan, 
concentrating 38.1% of the total costs 
foreseen”, just above the 37% threshould 
set by the European Comission.  

 
 
 
Efforts are focused on three main pillars: (i) creating the conditions for accelerated deployment of 
renewable energy sources and hydrogen; (ii) enhanced actions to increase the energy efficiency of 
the economy; (iii) sustainable mobility.  
 

Three goals have been set by the last revision: 
 

   

Share of renewable energy 
in gross final energy 

consumption – 

26% by 2024 

Cumulative reduction of the 
energy intensity of the 

economy – 

10% for the 2021-2024 period 

Cumulative reduction of the 
carbon intensity of the 

economy – 

10% for the 2021-2024 period 
 
Energy storage is considered in several of the plan’s projects in the Innovative and Green Bulgaria 
pillars.  
 
Within an Economic Transformation Programme under the Innovative Bulgaria pillar, three funds 
(Fund 1 – Innovation & Growth, Fund 2 – Green transition and circular economy, Fund 3 – Climate 
neutrality and Digital transformation) will support Bulgarian small and medium enterprises (SMEs) 
in tackling problematic areas which are slowing down transformation to a digital, low-carbon and 
resource-efficient economy. 
 
The Green transition and circular economy fund, set to take form in Q3 2021, will have two 
components – 1) climate-neutral energy use and 2) innovations for a circular economy.  
 
The first component will support companies in their transition to climate neutrality by improving 
their energy efficiency and independence. A pilot grant scheme will support up to 50% of the 
investment costs of SMEs to acquire assets related to the installation of PV systems for self- 
consumption, in combination with batteries for local storage of the energy produced. 
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The scheme explicitly excludes electric vehicles as the storage component. In addition to the 
dcheme, a guarantee mechanism will be set up (Climate Action Portfolio Guarantee) as part of 
InvestEU with the European investment fund as implementing partner. The guarantee instrument 
will support a broad range of debt capital instruments (loans, revolving credit lines,leasing and so 
on) for investing in renewable energy and energy efficiency. 

 
Overall, the Recovery and 
Resilience Facility is expected to 
contribute BGN 521 million to the 
fund, catalysing BGN 803.7 million 
more in private investment. 
 
The bulk of the projects related to 
energy storage technologies are 
in the Green Bulgaria pillar. 
 
 

 
Among the reform planned for the energy sector, the plan envisages to clarify legislation and 
regulations, including grid connection rules with regards to energy storage systems through the 
necessary changes in the Energy Act and the Electricity Trading Rules and the Energy Measurement 
Rules of the energy regulator by Q2 2022. 
 
A National Decarbonisation fund will be set up to support a broad range of low-carbon 
investments by end consumers in the public sector, corporate and residential users. The fund will 
utilize the “one stop shop” strategy to offer technical help to candidates and involve local banks 
and financial institutions to provide complementary finance. The exact structure and schemes to 
be supported by the fund will be determined by Q1 2023. 
 
A more immediate support for the stationary energy storage sector development will be available 
under a tender scheme for 1.7 GW of renewable energy projects with co-located energy storage 
systems. 
 
The tenders will start in Q1 2022 and will be implemented every six months until the end of 2023. 
All projects should be implemented by the end of 2025.  
 
Each tender will call for 285 MW of RES generation projects and each project must include an 
energy storate system for 25% of the proposed installed capacity and 4-hours duration. For 
example, a 100 MWp PV power plant must have a co-colocated energy storage system with a 
minimum capacity of 25 MW over 4-hour or 100 MWh effective capacity. 

 
To encourage distributed generation, about 25% of the capacity of each tender, 
or 70 MW, will be reserved for smaller-scale projects of under 5 MW.  
CAPEX support will be provided to projects that come up with the lowest 
required support per MWh produced. 
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The total amount of the investment for the 1.7 GW new RES plus storage generation has been 
calculated at EUR 1.4 billion. The Recovery and Resilience Facility will contribute EUR 448.8 million, 
catalysing EUR 911.2 million more in private investment. 
 
To accommodate the near-doubling of RES generation capacity over the next 4 years and new 
storage facilities to be managed, the Plan includes a project directed at the Digital transformation 
and development of the information systems and real-time systems of the Electricity System 
Operator in conditions of a low-carbon energy sector. The project includes a comprehensive 
programme for complete digital transformation of the systems and processes in the Electricity 
System Operator and comprises the following subprojects: a system for automated control of 
substations, modernization of SCADA into a support post with introduction of remote reservation, 
expansion and modernization of the telecommunications network with new devices for remote 
control of substations, complete cyber security system, adding up functionalities in the reserve 
centre for power system management, display walls, building a virtual working environment 
modernization of the system for administration of the electricity market and the balancing market, 
system for dynamic monitoring of transmission capabilities. The total planned resource is BGN 611 
million (BGN 370 million from the Recovery and Resilience Facility) and the implementation period 
is 2021-2026. 

 
Hydrogen is put to the spotlight with regards 
to larger scale storage initiatives. The Plan 
foresees preparing and approving National 
Roadmap to improve the conditions for 
unleashing the potential of hydrogen 
technologies and mechanisms for production 
and supply of hydrogen. A working group, 
including representatives of the public 
administration, private organisations and 
scientific researchers is expected to be formed 
in Q2 2021 and the Roadmap should be ready 
by the end of 2021. 

 
 
A scheme to support pilot projects for production of green hydrogen and biogas is also envisaged. 
The total planned resource here is BGN 136.9 million (BGN 68.5 million from the Recovery and 
Resilience Facility) and the implementation period is 2021-2026. It is expected that 55 MW 
electrolysers, producing 7800 tonnes of green hydrogen will be built by the end of the period, 
along with infrastructure that could support the transport og hydrogrn and other low carbon 
gases. 
 
Individual support will range from 45% to 65% depending on the size of the 
applying enterprise but will not exceed EUR 7.5 million per pilot project. The 
high stakes project however is a new gas transmission infrastructure project 
aimed at phasing out the use of coal for electricity generation and the phased 
replacement of the fuel base in the thermal power plants in coal areas of the 
country by using hydrogen and other low carbon gases. 
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The indicative value of the financial resources required for implementation of project design, 
construction and commissioning of infrastructure for transport of hydrogen and low-carbon 
gaseous fuels to supply power plants and other consumers in coal regions in the Republic of 
Bulgaria amounts to EUR 362.7million, of which EUR 330 million are envisaged to be provided by 
funding under the Recovery and Resilience Facility.  
 
Those new pieces of energy policy offer some optimism that the energy transition is beginning to 
take shape though a lot more needs to be done at policy and regulatory level to help spur the 
private investment in green energy solutions, especially with regards to energy storage. Taking a 
cue from successful policy measures in support of energy storage in other EU markets as outlined 
in a special report by Solar Power Europe (the following section puts the spotlight on policy 
recommendations to help develop the Bulgarian market to its true potential). 
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4. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS TO SUPPORT 
FASTER UPTAKE OF ENERGY STORAGE IN 
BULGARIA 

 
 

4.1 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL BUSINESS USE CASE INCENTIVES 
 

 
4.1.1 DIRECT FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR END CONSUMERS 

 
The fastest and most direct way to support the deployment of residential storage involves cash 
subsidies based on the kWh of the storage system. 
 
The measure is usually combined with incentives to install a RES system for self-consumption. 
Customers are incentivised to add a storage system (usually a battery energy storage system - 
BESS) through a lump-sum payment subsidy that reduces the upfront cost of the installation. This 
boosts self-consumption shares for households and improves grid stability in areas with a high 
penetration of distributed RES systems. 
 
Flat subsidies (e.g. EUR 2,000 per BESS) have proven ineffective because they incentivise adding 
BESS with sub-optimal energy capacity. In contrast, incentive programs composed of a fixed 
fraction plus an additional variable fraction based on energy content (kWh), or solely on the 
variable fraction, have been more successful. Several direct BESS incentive programs are found at 
regional level across EU countries, including Germany, Italy, Austria, Belgium and neighbouring 
Romania. Clear visibility of the duration of the incentive program would be highly beneficial to 
investors. Moreover, appropriate funding should be allocated to support the program, especially if 
it is designed with a first come, first served criterion. 
 

Ease of implementation  

Impact on storage  
Already in place in the EU: Germany, Italy, 
Austria, Belgium and Romania 

Example:  
 
German federal states (10 out of 16) support 
storage through direct upfront payments, typically 
with energy content based schemes, ranging 
between EUR 200 and 300 per kWh. 

 
 

4.1.2 TAX DEPRECIATION FOR STORAGE INSTALLATIONS 
 
Storage can also be incentivised through a depreciation mechanism in a citizen’s yearly income or 
corporate tax statement.  
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By making storage a favourable technology with tax advantages, commercial and private users can 
deduct the investment of a battery from their tax obligations by a certain percent of income or 
corporate tax. This minimises administrative work for the government and the house owner 
because no separate grant application system is required. At the same time, the indirect impact 
through tax alleviations might lower consumer visibility of the grant (and, therefore, might be less 
effective than direct subsidies). 
 

Ease of implementation  

Impact on storage  

Already in place in the EU: Netherlands 

Example:  
 
The Netherlands allows businesses to depreciate the 
investment over three years. 

 
 

4.1.3 TAX, FEES EXEMPTIONS TO PROSUMERS 
 
These may include exemptions from charges, fees and taxes on the self-consumed electricity. Such 
measures encourage prosumers to maximise their self-consumption ratio and thereby incentivise 
investment into storage. By extension, measures strengthening the prosumer business case, such 
as enabling citizen energy communities on a local level and supporting the right to self-consume, 
are often also beneficial to battery storage. 
 
The Renewable Energy Directive provides for an exemption from charges and fees on self-
consumed electricity for prosumers with a PV capacity below 30 kW. The provision must be 
transposed into national law by 1 July 2021, but tax, charges or fee exemptions already exist in 
many Member States. The implementation of this policy has a medium level complexity, as it 
usually requires a minimum level of advanced metering system. The 30 kW threshold limits the 
self-consumption incentives to residential and small commercial systems. 
 

Ease of implementation  

Impact on storage  

Already in place in the EU: France, Sweden, 
Germany, Spain, Italy 

Example:  
 
In France, self-consumed electricity is exempted 
from taxes for systems up to 1 MW. 

 
 

4.1.4 INTEGRATED BUILDING RENOVATIONS AND EFFICIENCY STANDARDS 
 
Bulgaria can offer grants to private and commercial customers to carry out integrated renovations 
to decarbonise buildings. Alongside energy efficiency improvements and the deployment of on-site 
renewables, BESS technologies are cost-effective solutions that deliver high energy efficiency and 
increase self-consumption rates. They should therefore be included in the scope of these policies. 
Such measures should also be implemented along minimum efficiency standards for buildings to 
drive the upgrade of buildings with low energy performance.  
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Ease of implementation  

Impact on storage  

Already in place in the EU: Italy, Scotland 

Example:  
 
Italy has combined a renovation stimulus with the 
option to deduct PV & storage from the annual tax 
bill. 

 
 
 

4.2 GRID USE CASE INCENTIVES  
 
 
 

4.2.1 HYBRID RENEWABLE ENERGY AUCTIONS 
 
Thanks to the complementarity of their profiles, hybrid renewable systems comprised of various 
renewable technologies plus BESS provide a solution to grid issues by increasing security of supply 
and lowering system costs. With hybrid renewable systems, electricity can be dispatched to better 
match the load profile and thus respond more efficiently to electricity consumption needs. 
 
International best practices show that the design of hybrid renewable systems varies along the 
features of minimum flexibility duration, the ratio between the RE capacity and the storage power 
capacity, the remuneration system and the possibility to use the BESS for different services. 
 
A good practice is to allow stacking of multiple services for the BESS system (electricity and 
ancillary services markets. This allows the plant to access different revenue streams, and, in turn, 
reduces the overall cost because it allows for lower auction results. For this regime to be applicable 
in Bulgaria, the grid code must be revised to allow such services to be provided by storage facilities 
other than hydro-pumped storage. 
 
Hybrid renewable energy auctions can also help solve some grid shortcomings. Location 
requirements for RES + storage can be applied to islands and remote areas (like in France), but also 
in regions with generally constrained grid capacity and abundance of renewable energy resource 
like the northeastern part of Bulgaria where most wind power capacity is installed. Of course, any 
location requirements need to be disclosed well in advance to allow bidders to plan their projects 
accordingly. 
 

Ease of implementation  

Impact on storage  

Already in place in the EU: 
France, Portugal 

Example: Portugal 

The auction, which was tendered in August 2020 and allocated 
669 MW of PV capacity with a tenfold oversubscription, 483 MW 
of solar & storage projects were awarded. The auction design gave 
companies three options for submitting their bids: two out of 
these three options requested that bidders build storage systems 
for at least 20% of the PV capacity with a minimum flexibility 
duration of 1 hour.  
The premium was set at €33,5 per MW/year, and bidders were 
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bidding against this on a discount basis.The tender design allows 
the storage component to benefit from performing certain 
ancillary services. This opens up the opportunity to get additional 
revenue streams by stacking different services provided by the 
BESS. 

 
 

4.2.2 AUCTIONS FOR GRID SERVICES BY STORAGE SYSTEMS  
 
Understanding the revenues of a storage project over its lifecycle is vital to encourage investment, 
which is why long-term auctions for grid services procurement could be a win-win solution to 
encourage new development of storage market while increasing grid flexibility at an affordable 
price. 
 
Frequency response is a key market for energy storage as one of the few technologies capable of 
reacting at the close-to real time speed required. Firm Frequency Response (FFR) and Enhanced 
Frequency Response (EFR) auctions have been crucial in the early development of the UK’s energy 
storage market.  
 
In December 2019, the UK also opened the balancing mechanism (BM), to a wider range of 
flexibility providers. Through the BM, providers can offer to increase or decrease their generation 
or demand to help balance the system and it was previously only open to participants with a 
supply licence.  
 
In another example, Italy’s transmission system operator Terna awarded five-year contracts for 
battery energy storage systems (BESS) to provide Fast Reserve19 grid services in an oversubscribed 
pilot auction in December 2020. 
 
The system operator said it assigned 118.2MW in Central and Northern regions of Italy, with a 
weighted price of around €23.5/ MW / year, 101.7 MW in the Centre-South region at around €27.3 
/ MW / year and 30MW in Sardinia, at a weighted average price of €61 / MW / year. 

Commissioning of projects is expected to take place before the beginning of 2023, and that 
projects will be called on by Terna to provide the Fast Reserve frequency regulation for 1,000 hours 
per year from 2023-2027. Meanwhile, the batteries will be operating for the majority of the year 
(88% of the time) in other available market opportunities such as reserves or wholesale markets. 

 
That last bit is very important piece of the puzzle. While participation at wholesale markets like 
day-ahead and intraday is more of an add-on to balancing services today, the tables might be 
turned in the near future: With more variable renewable energy, cannibalization of prices will 
increase, e.g., for PV generation at noon, leading to very low or even negative prices. 

  

 
19 Fast Reserve is a bi-directional service where power either comes onto the grid or is drawn from it to help balance the supply and 
demand of electricity. It is a form of frequency regulation or frequency response, helping to maintain the network’s stable 
operation within the boundaries of its operating frequency limits. 
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At times where renewables are not generating and less conventional generation capacity is 
available, very high prices are the result. This creates price spreads wide enough to justify the 
investment in storage for charging at low prices and discharging at high prices20. 
 

Ease of implementation  

Impact on storage  

Already in place in the EU: UK, Ireland, Italy 

Example:  
 
Italy: Terna, the Italian TSO, recently held a pilot 
auction for an ancillary service, called Fast 
Frequency Reserve, that can reply to the grid 
frequency drops in few seconds, counterbalancing 
the reduced inertia in the network. 

 
  

 
20 Mayr, F., 2020, “The horsepower driving the “decade of energy storage”, Available at: https://www.apricum-group.com/the-
horsepower-driving-the-decade-of-energy-storage/ 

https://www.apricum-group.com/the-horsepower-driving-the-decade-of-energy-storage/
https://www.apricum-group.com/the-horsepower-driving-the-decade-of-energy-storage/
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5. MARKET DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS FOR 
ENERGY STORAGE IN BULGARIA TILL 2030 TO 
2050 

 
Although the current policy and regulatory framework does not yet encourage the development of 
the energy storage market in Bulgaria, there are several factors that will influence the sector 
evolution in the near future. 
 

5.1 FACTORS TO INFLUENCE THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENERGY 
STORAGE SECTOR IN BULGARIA 

 
 

5.1.1 AS THE GLOBAL MARKET SCALES UP, COSTS ARE FALLING FAST 
 
High upfront costs have traditionally been a barrier for investment in energy storage technologies, 
particularly for large-scale stationary batteries. However, costs have been falling for ten years in a 
row now and expected to further improve affordability in the coming years. 
 
 

Lithium-ion battery pack prices, which were above USD 1,100 per kilowatt-hour in 
2010, have fallen 89% in real terms to USD 137/kWh in 2020, research company 
BloombergNEF (BNEF) reported. 

 
 
BNEFs 2020 Battery Price Survey, which considers passenger EVs, e-buses, commercial EVs and 
stationary storage, predicts that by 2023 average pack prices will be USD 101/kWh. It is at around 
this price point that automakers should be able to produce and sell mass market EVs at the same 
price (and with the same margin) as comparable internal combustion vehicles in some markets, 
the research company notes. To a certain extent, the same applies for stationary storage 
applications in combination with renewable energy generation, though purchasers of energy 
storage systems coupled with RES generation should also take into account associated costs for the 
thermal management system, battery management systems, and power conversion system, as well 
as fire prevention and suppression technology, SCADA and metering. 

 
Energy storage systems can mitigate grid congestion and defer the need for new power 
lines. While grid costs are rising or remain flat, the cost of a 4-hour duration lithium-
ion battery system is expected to drop by 68% to USD 104 per kilowatt-hour by 2050, 
from around USD 320 per kWh in 2020, BNEF estimated. 
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In Bulgaria too, the falling costs of solar power21 are making PV systems for self-consumption a 
very attractive investment to companies and industrial plants which buy electricity on the free 
market.  Official statistics from the Agency for sustainable energy development (SEDA) recorded 47 
MW22 of new installations under 30 kW (FiT support is offered only for installations under this 
capacity), over than three time more than the 12 MW installed in 2019. 
 
Data of the energy regulator reveals another 80 MW of PV power plants were connected to the 
grid last year23. The bulk of these new installations are self-consumption systems in the 
commercial and industrial (C&I) sector where businesses are able to save a lot on electricity costs. 
According to installers, polled by APSTE, the payback period for an investment in a PV system for 
self-consumption typically ranges between 5 and 7 years, depending on the rate of self-
consumption achieved while the economic life of such a system is 25, even 30 years. 
 
Interest is mounting also in the utility-scale segment where investors will either rely on corporate 
power purchase agreements or assume the risk to go fully merchant. 
 
The Electricity System Operator (ESO) has confirmed24 that over the first five months of the year, 
22 investors have applied for grid connection capacity allocation to RES projects with a total 
installed capacity of 1,971 MW. This is about three times more compared to the same period in 
2020 when applications totaled 479.8 MW from 14 investors.  
 
The cumulative installed capacity of all renewable power plants operating in the country, excluding 
large hydro power plants, is currently about 2,000 MW. So, if all of these investments are 
completed, the capacity will practically double in the next two or three years. 
While this sudden increase in interest is underpinned by the increasingly affordable prices of RES 
technologies, it is also indicative of the effect that a small change in policy can have on the market 
development.  
 
Recent amendments to the Energy Act that took effect on January 1, 2021, exempt all new RES 
installations from the obligation to contribute 5% of their revenue to the Electricity System 
Security Fund. At a first glance, this policy support is minimal. It does not require any financial 
commitments on behalf of the state. Yet, when taken into consideration together with the falling 
price tag of RES generation technologies and increasing energy prices on the free market, this 
simple support measure was able to catalyze private investor interest very quickly and could 
potentially lead to millions of investments and thousands of new jobs. 
 
Moreover, increased political support for the development of the green energy generation and 
storage market in Bulgaria will attract the votes of the pro-environmental people whose share in 
society is steadily increasing over the last few years.  
  

 
21 The levelized cost of energy generated by large scale solar plants was around USD 0.068/kWh in 2019, compared to USD 0.378 
ten years ago, according to figures released by the International Renewable Energy Agency. 
22 Preliminary statistics, available as of June 30, 2021 on SEDA’s website, 
https://portal.seea.government.bg/bg/EnergyByYearByPowerSource  
23 Calculations made by APSTE on the basis of data presented in the annual reports of the Energy and Water Regulatory 
Commission for 2020 and 2019. 
24 Data was presented after inquiry by local economic newspaper Capital 
https://www.capital.bg/biznes/energetika/2021/05/18/4210648_bum_na_investiciite_vuv_vei_sled_oblekcheniiata_za/ 

https://portal.seea.government.bg/bg/EnergyByYearByPowerSource
https://www.capital.bg/biznes/energetika/2021/05/18/4210648_bum_na_investiciite_vuv_vei_sled_oblekcheniiata_za/
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5.1.2 CLIMATE URGENCY PUSHES FOR A QUICKER ENERGY TRANSITION 

 
A market survey, ordered by the Sofia branch of the European Council on Foreign Relations and 
carried out by Alpha Research at the start of 2021, showed that 85% of the Bulgarians believe that 
climate change and the global warming are a serious problem. More than 70% also say that 
climate adaptation and mitigation measures need to be prioritised in the political platforms of the 
parties and that national policy commitments should be presented in a clear and understandable 
way. 

 
The majority of those surveyed (over 60%) would support policies for coal phase out, 
energy efficiency and distributed solar power. 
 

A clear testimony for this growing climate change awareness is also the success of the Green party 
on the April general elections. The Greens made it to Parliament for the first time ever, as part of 
the Democratic Bulgaria Alliance Coalition, and are expected to hold or even increase their 
position at the snap elections on July 11. 
 
As climate change awareness grows in society in Bulgaria, the sense that urgent actions are needed 
aligns well with the increased availability of finance for projects related to climate change 
mitigation and energy transition. Modern energy storage solutions, especially when coupled with 
renewable energy generation, stand to be among the prime beneficiaries of this trend. 
 
As Luis Munuera, energy technology analyst at the International Energy Agency, explains: “One of 
the advantages of batteries is that they only take a few months to build, compared with several 
years for pumped storage. They are also very flexible in the sense that you can install them on 
the grid or next to a solar or wind farm.” 
 
 

5.1.3 FINANCIAL SUPPORT IS INCREASINGLY AVAILABLE 
 
Financial support for speeding up the energy transition is increasingly available, for example, from 
the European Investment Bank (EIB) and the EU Innovation Fund. The EIB said it will lend EUR 1 
billion to battery projects in 2020 alone, which is more than it has lent to such projects over the 
last 10 years in total. 

In addition to EIB loans, there will also be grants 
available under the EU Innovation Fund, which is 
one of the world’s largest funds for low-carbon 
technologies. For the period 2020-2030, the Fund 
may amount to about EUR 10 billion, depending on 
the carbon price. The fund draws on revenues from 
auctioning 450 million EU carbon allowances 
between 2020 and 2030, as well as from unspent 
funds from the now-expired NER 300 program. It 
will greatly benefit from rising carbon prices under 
the EU’s Emissions Trading System (ETS), which began its fourth phase this year.   
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Bulgaria and Bulgarian companies will also have the opportunity to finance climate and energy 
transition related projects under the EU funds available under the multiannual financial framework 
(MFF) for 2021-2027 and the Next Generation EU (NGEU) recovery instrument. 

Bulgaria and Bulgarian companies will also have the opportunity to finance climate and energy 
transition related projects under the EU funds available under the multiannual financial framework 
(MFF) for 2021-2027 and the Next Generation EU (NGEU) recovery instrument. 

Table 10. EU funds available to Bulgaria 2021-2027: commitments (MFF and NGEU)25 
  

Programme Amount Comment 

Cohesion policy funds (ERDF, 
ESF+, Cohescion Fund) 

9.8 
In current prices. Includes funding for European 
territorial cooperation (ETC). Does not include amounts 
transferred to the Connecting Europe Facility. 

Common agricultural policy—
European Agricultural Fund for 
Rural Development, and direct 
payments from European 
Agricultural Guarantee Fund 

7.7 
In current prices.Commitments under the multi-annual 
financial framework. 

Recovery and Resilience Facility 6.0 
In 2018 prices. Indicative grants envelope, sum of 
2021-2022 and estimated 2023 commitments. Based 
on the Commission’s summer 2020 GDP forecasts. 

Just Transition Fund 1.2 
In 2018 prices. Commitments both under the multi-
annual financial framework (MFF) and Next Generation 
EU. 

Modernisation Fund 0.3 

Approximation: 7/10 of the allocations of ETS 
allowances to provide revenue to the Modernisation 
Fund tentatively allocated to Member States for 2021-
2030 and assuming a carbon price of EUR 20 per tonne. 

ETS auction revenue 2.8 

Indicative: average of actual 2018 and 2019 auction 
revenue, multiplied by seven. The amounts in 2021 to 
2027 will depend on the quantity and price of 
auctioned allowances. 

 
Table 11. Further funds available to projects from all member states, including Bulgaria 
 

Programme Amount Comment 

Horizon Europe 91.0 In current prices. Includes Next generation EU credits. 

InvestEU 9.1 

In current prices. Commitments both under the 
multi-annual financial framework (MFF) and Next 
Generation EU. Includes the InvestEU fund 
(budgetary guarantee to public and private 
investment) and the advisory hub (technical advice). 
Does not consider appropriations available to 
beneficiaries through implementing partners, such as 
the European Investment Bank. 

 
25 European Commission,2020, Commission assessment of Bulgaria’s NECP, Available at: 
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/summary_of_swd_assessment_necp_bulgaria_en.pdf  
Note: The funds under the Modernisation Fund and the ETS auction revenue are likely to increase as the assumed price of carbon 
emissions of EUR 20 per tonne has more than doubled in 2021, reaching 50 euro per tonne in June 2021. 

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/summary_of_swd_assessment_necp_bulgaria_en.pdf
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Connecting Europe Facility: 

• Transport 

• Energy 

 
24.1 
5.8 

In current prices. The commitment for transport 
includes the contribution transferred from the 
Cohesion Fund. Excludes Connecting Europe Facility 
Military Mobility funding for dual use infrastructure. 

Recovery and Resilience Facility 360.0 
In 2018 prices. Non-allocated commitments for loans. 
Loans for each Member State will not exceed 6.8% of 
its gross national income. 

Technical Support Instrument 0.9 In current prices. 

Programme for Environment 
and Climate Action (LIFE) 

5.4 In current prices. 

European Agricultural Fund for 
Rural Devlopment 

8.2 
In current prices. Commitments under Next 
Generation EU 

Innovation Fund 7.0 

Approximation:7/10 of the allocations of ETS 
allowances to provide revenue to the Inovation Fund 
for 2021-2030 and assuming a carbon price of EUR 20 
per tonne. 

 
 

5.1.4 RISING SHARE OF RES GENERATION WILL REQUIRE INVESTMENT IN THE 
FLEXIBILITY OF THE ENERGY SYSTEM 

 
The electrical power system in Bulgaria currently 
has a relatively low percentage of variable RES 
generation (wind and solar) on the grid and 
heavily relies on conventional generation assets, 
mainly coal and nuclear. With CO2 emissions 
prices above EUR 50 per tonne, however, coal 
power plants, are already uncompetitive on the 
free market while, in contrast, the 
competitiveness of RES generation assets is 
constantly improving and will gradually lead to 
increased penetration of variable RES on the grid.  
 

 
Energy storage technologies are the obvious answer to increasing the system flexibility and 
accommodating an ever-growing share of intermittent RES generation across all sectors. Utilities 
and independent power producers, grid operator, households and business consumer can all 
benefit from the different applications of energy storage technologies provided that adequate 
policy and market rules are set to allow different viable business cases to emerge.  
 
For example, utilities and RES producers which have balancing responsibilities can strongly benefit 
from coupling energy storage with RES generation assets to smooth the production curve, lower 
imbalance charges and even profit from energy shifting to peak demand times. If reforms in the 
regulatory framework recognize the value of fast-reacting storage facilities, then additional 
revenue streams can be stacked. Тhis will help spur private investments in storage facilities while 
also having an overall beneficial effect on the electricity system as whole. 
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To grid operators, both at the transmission and distribution level, storage can be used to solve 
local grid congestion, to defer or altogether replace grid expansion investments, to increase 
network capacity, and to maintain lines without reducing security of supply. 
 
Households and industrial clients alike could also benefit from the capabilities of storage in 
demand-side management. Bulgaria is yet to introduce the Clean Energy package concept of 
energy prosumers and communities, and this presents an opportunity to introduce policy 
measures that incentivise prosumers to invest in storage in order to increase their self-
consumption, in turn allowing them, for example, to avoid low feed-in prices, and/or to reduce grid 
costs and related surcharges. 
The current policy and regulatory framework in Bulgaria, however, offers more barriers than 
incentives for the market development of energy storage solutions. 
 
 

5.2 CURRENT POLICY SCENARIO FOR THE MARKET DEVELOPMENT 
UNTIL 2030  

 
A survey carried out by APSTE among 32 energy professionals and key 
stakeholders for the energy storage market development in Bulgaria showed 
that the existing regulatory framework and power market set-up is almost 
unanimously considered inadequate for incentivising the development of 
innovative business models for widespread integration of energy storage 
technologies. 
 

The perception of the political and institutional commitment to policy development in the field is 
also quite negative with the overwhelming majority of respondents (68%) assigning the lowest 
possible value. 

The respondents cite the lack of clear market rules as the single most important obstacle to the 
electrical energy storage market development in Bulgaria. The balancing energy market and the 
market for ancillary services to the grid are perceived as dominated by conventional thermal 
power plants due to outdated regulatory framework. There are no specific rules designed to 
capture the value of modern energy storage technologies to provide enhanced frequency response 
and aggregate fast reserve services, voltage control, reactive power compensation, redispatch or 
even black start services. Perceptions are that the outdated market regulations limit the current 
energy storage market in Bulgaria mostly to off-grid coupling with RES self-consumption systems. 

As a member-state of the European Union, Bulgaria will have to eventually fall in line with the 
European Commission guidance on energy storage but as experience with the Clean Energy 
Package has shown, the process can be painfully slow and hold on the market development over 
the coming decade. 
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At the end of 2020, Bulgaria’s power mix looked like this: 

 

Figure 14. RES share in Bulgaria’s total installed capacity 2020 

 
The total gross electricity consumption was 37.4 TWh and the maximum daily consumtion was 
136,493 MWh recorded on January 21, 2020. (ESO, 2021) 
 
If current policy of delaying coal phase out is continued and NECP indicative technology 
trajectories are followed, in 10 years Bulgaria will add only around 2.5 GW new solar and wind 
capacity. No major grid flexibility investments in storage will be implemented either, except for the 
power market coupling with neiboughring Greece and Romania. 
 
Besides the 931 MW already installed capacity of pumped-hydro, Bulgaria currently has no other 
grid-scale storage facilities and the lack of clear market rules for participation in the wholesale and 
balancing enery markets or ancillary services provision is unlikely to incentivise investments in 
ether FTM or BTM applications related to grid services,so no significant developments could be 
expected by 2030. 
 
The experts, polled by APSTE, agree that if current policy is sustained the energy storage market 
will advance slowly, led by private investors installing systems in the C&I sector (100 -1000 kWh) or 
the residential sector (up to 100 kWh), mostly for coupling with RES installations for self-
consumption.  
 
In terms of technology, PHS will keep its leading position in installed capacity. Batteries will slowly 
grow their position as the preferred choice for RES self-consumption systems and pilot hydrogen 
projects will probably appear too but investment volume and new job creation will be limited. 
 
In reality, it is highly unlikely that the current missing policy can be sustained. The European Union 
is accelerating its green and digital transition, shifting focus from strategy to delivery. 
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The Fit for 55 package which will be officially announced on July 14, 2021, will lead to overhauling 
of climate and energy legislation, in line with the new target to reduce emissions by at least 55% 
by 2030.  
At minimum, Bulgaria will have a new NECP in just two years from now. 
 

Meanwhile, keeping coal running is becoming so expensive that it defies 
economic logic. None of the Bulgarian hard coal and lignite plants are likely to 
have operating costs in 2021 that are lower than adding new utility-scale 
solar PV or onshore wind, assuming European Emissions Trading Scheme 
(ETS) permits average EUR 50/tonne of CO2 (USD 60/tonne CO2 ) in 2021, 
notes a detailed cost analysis published by IRENA in June 2021. The analysis 

also shows that replacing 3.7 GW of uncompetitive coal power plants with renewable energy, 
including additional integration costs of USD 5/MWh, will actually result in USD 700,000 savings 
per year for Bulgaria. (IRENA, 2021) 
 
If Bulgaria adopts a clear vision towards the energy sector decarbonisation, the situation could 
change rather quickly. As illustrated in Figure 15, there are several important drivers of faster 
uptake of storage in the country according to the respondents in APSTE’s survey but a policy-driven 
approach to decarbonising the energy sector, outlining the role and targets for energy storage tops 
the list by far.  
 
 

5.3 POLICY-DRIVEN SCENARIO FOR THE MARKET DEVELOPMENT 
UNTIL 2030 

 

 

Figure 15. Drivers of energy storage market in Bulgaria 

The respondents to APSTE’s survey unanimously point to changes in regulations as the first step to 
be taken for opening up business opportunities for energy storage in Bulgaria.  
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Synchronising local legislation with the EU as a step one, then simplifying the 
administrative procedures for developing, permitting and construction of 
such systems and developing a market framework for storage to provide 
ancillary services to the grid and participate on the energy and balancing 
markets are outlined as the three most impactful changes in the regulatory 
framework that need to take place. 

 
As one of the survey respondents puts it: A market set-up that values the 
flexibility offered by storage, viewing it as complementing rather than 
competing with network and generation assets, is required. Efforts to raise 
awareness of the existing opportunities and the benefits for different 
stakeholders will also be needed as Bulgaria brings its vision more in line with 
Europe’s Green Deal and the climate neutrality goals. 

Most stakeholders interviewed are also convinced that pilot energy storage projects will need 
additional incentives that may take the form of either direct investment (CAPEX) support or tax, 
fees exemption.  

A good practice to incentivize large-scale energy storage systems is the 
development of a hybrid tender schemes for RES power plants coupled with 
storage capabilities. Setting clear dispatchability requirements (e.g. minimum 
MWh of storage available for daily discharge) will effectively address the 
issue of RES variability and dispatchability as well as any grid congestion 
issues. 
 

Similar schemes for self-consumption 
projects by individuals or energy 
communities will provide additional 
security of supply and flexibility to 
accommodate renewable energy sources in 
the grid. 
 
For this segment, future incentivizing policy 
measures, at least for the pioneering 
projects, should consider the preferred 5-7 
years payback period that most prvate 
investors will be comfortable with, as given 
in Figure 16. 
 

Figure 16.Desired payback period for energy storage systems  
 
If this policy-driven scenario is implemented, APSTE estimates that 4,650 MW of new PV capacity 
and 2,350 MW of onshore wind, along with 1,750 MW of energy storage capacity could be easily 
deployed by 2030.  

The RES share in the country’s total installed capacity will grow to 58%. (See Figure 16). 
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Figure 17. RES share in Bulgaria’s total installed capacity 2030 

According to APSTE research, on average 2-5 jobs are created per 1 MW in the EPC phase of a 
PV/wind power system plus storage and 1-2 more permanent jobs per MW are created in the O&M 
phase. Indirectly, the sector development will support 5-6 jobs in the local services sector in the 
legal and financial services, environmental consultations as well as various local crafts and nature-
based business that could profit from improved local economy and environment at the RES power 
plant site. 

 
If we take the policy driven growth scenario of close to 7 GW new RES plus 1,750 MW of energy 
storage systems in 2030, over 100,000 renewable energy/storage jobs will be created in Bulgaria 
in just a decade. 
 
 
 

5.4 CONCLUDING THOUGHTS - LOOKING TO 2050 WITH AMBITION  
 
 

We are approaching a decisive moment for international efforts to tackle the 
climate crisis, Dr Fatih Birol, Executive Director of the International Energy 
Agency (IEA) writes in the foreword of the agency’s special report Net Zero by 
2050: A roadmap for the global energy system.  
 
Reducing global CO2 emissions to net zero by 2050 is consistent with efforts to 

limit the long‐term increase in average global temperatures to 1.5 °C. and this calls for nothing 
short of a complete transformation of how we produce, transport and consume energy. In 
addition, “the path to net zero emissions is narrow: staying on it requires immediate and massive 
deployment of all available clean and efficient energy technologies”, IEA warns.  
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Though the size and economic footprint of Bulgaria might look insignificant at first, every 
contribution counts in the race to move net zero by 2050 from a narrow possibility to a practical 
reality. Moreover, the sooner Bulgaria elaborates a plan for a systematic transition to net zero, the 
better the country will adapt to the changed economic reality in 2050, may be even use the 
transition to its advantage, increasing security of energy supplies and advancing its economy by 
stimulating the development of sectors with high added value for the clean energy industry. 
 
At present, ever-cheaper renewable energy technologies give electricity the edge as the fastest 
route to decarbonise energy which makes energy storage technologies – both currently 
commercially available ones and forthcoming innovations, an indespendable part of the energy 
transition.  
 

Incentivizing the storage market 
uptake in Bulgaria must start by 
eliminating market and regulatory 
barriers (e.g. discriminatory rules) and 
ensuring that storage facilities have 
adequate grid access and fees, non-
discriminatory access to all electricity 
markets and eventual balancing 
capacity mechanisms, but most of all - 
a stable regulatory framework that 
reflects the long-term lifetime of 
storage assets. 
 

A supportive legislative framework and more predictable market conditions, such as harmonised 
technical standards, can boost demand for energy storage while simultaneously lower the risk of 
investing, thus triggering private investments in technological development and R&D. The 
government should also prioritise spending on R&D, demonstration and deployment of renewable 
energy and storage at the core of its energy and climate policies. The major innovation efforts 
needed to bring new clean energy technologies to market could boost job creation and create 
entirely new industries, providing opportunities to locate them in areas that saw job losses in 
regions related to coal industries. 
 
This profound transformation can only be underpinned by policy decisions that are the result of a 
wide stakeholder consultation and informed citizen support. Devising cost-effective national and 
regional net zero roadmaps demands cooperation among all parts of the society that breaks down 
silos and integrates climate and energy issues into every policy making on finance, labour, taxation, 
transport and industry. 
 
Taking this holistic and inclusive approach has the potential to finally cut the Gordian knot of the 
coal phase out strategy of Bulgaria and make use of its ample renewable energy resources to turn 
from last to first in the race for climate neutrality in 2050. 
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